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CHAPTF.R I 
THEORE'rICAL ASPECTS 01' TtiE PROBLEM UNDER INVESTIGATION 
At the turn of the century, through the influenoe of Freud, explan-
ations for the etiology of emotional disturbance. were given largely in terms 
of intrapersonal prooess.s. Instinctual energies, inadequately ohanneli.ed 
and satisfied, were _een a8 the J'Q)"bIeause of mostly all psychopathology. 
With the advent of the neo-Freudian_, the emphasis ohanged. It 'Was repeated-
ly observed that the ~ptom8 of the emotionally disturbed individual usually 
found expre8sion in diffioulties in interpersonal relationships and also in 
group behavior, either by failure to integrate into a group or by inability 
to conform. to group standa.rds. Tbi. study is an attempt to investigate th8s8 
empirical observations using experimental procedures. . 
In order to obtain a more comprehensive appreciation of the emphasis 
placed upon social factors by the nea-Freudians suoh as Adler, Borney, and 
especially Sullivan, a brief survey of their theoretioal formulations conoern 
ing personality development and motivation tollows. 
Alfred Adler 
Alfred Adler, an Austrian physician and a colleague of F'reud for many 
years, finally broke wi th the tradi tiona! psyohoanalytio theories and develo 
ed a school of psyohology of his own. Although he did not formulate a oomple 
theory of personality development of his own, his explanations" human nature 
charaoterized it as a striving for power impelled by a basic, inherent 
, 
impulsion toward some "expected goal of' perfect achievement," (3. p. 776). 
This o:>re 'Concept separates him from Freud and orthodox psychoanalytic 
theory. Personality development, according to Adler, is not primarily de-
termined by instinctual energy balanoes, nor does it depend entirely upon 
environment. Bather, man is seen more as an acting organism than a "react-
ing" one, who possesses the oreative power whioh allows him to seek his goals 
in terms of the expecta.tions of society around him. 
For Adler, there are three basic areas in lire in whioh the indiv-
idual must make adjustments) sooial oontact, occupation, and love and marriag411 
(2). It is the tirst ot these, "social oontact", to which we pay special 
attention. Aooording to ~dler, the desire for power, mentioned above, is 
temporised by another desire, namely, to one of the group. This he o&.lls 
"80oial interest". fhi. tendenoy to beoome one of the group has been ob-
served in some ot the earliest experiments in social psyohology, (6,37), which 
employed the presenoe of absence of other persons as their major variable. 
Differenoes in tM subject's pertormance were related to whether he was alone, 
in a group, or betore an audience. This "social interest," which Adler con-
siders an innate B:) cial characteristic, and which has also been called by 
him, "community teeling," "fellow teeling,» and "sooial :feeling!' i, brought 
out in the child thmugh its early contaots with the mother. The mother is 
described as the gateway through Whom the child develops social feelings, and 
"through 'Whom come the earliest impulses urging the ohild to make his appear-
anoe in lire 8,8 a part ot the whole, (of' sooiety)., and to seek the right 
oontact with other persons in hie world (4, p. 73)." 
* Bracket, ours. 
Adler's emphasis upon the interpersonal aspect of most problems in 
personality development stood in sharp contrast to Freud who oonoerned him-
self mostly with intrapersonal. adjustments of the personality. Adler empha.-
ai led the significe.nce of the attitude toward others end believed that inner 
confliots (which J!'reud focused upon) merely express distur:)8.nces in socisJ. 
relationships. Inferiority feelings are at the basis of every maladjustment, 
according to Adler. At first he conce! ved of these feelings as stemming 
from some physiological deficienoy, but tnh1. later writings, inferiority 
feelings beoame more a social phenomena, as Adler began to oonsider more and 
more the desire to belong to the group as a primary motive in the human 
personality. The in.fluence of Adler is clearly seen in the fonnulations of 
Horney, Suli ivan, Fromm and others. 
Karen Horney 
Karen Horney was, for over 15 years, an orthodox Freudian psyoho-
analyst ~o worked in Europe. Upon coming to America she beg~ to reorganize 
her thinking concerning t he genesis of the structure and fUnction of the 
human personality. By discarding most of the libido theory of Freud and 
stressing the cultural inn uance as a major factor in personality, she form.-
ulated a theory of human personality which is acknowledged by many to be a 
great improvement over that of Freud. 
For .r'reud, society and culture stood &8 a bulwark to the free express-
ion of the libidinal drives, whereas for Horney these provide the framework 
in which the personality develops and functions. Her concept of what consti-
tutes an abnormal personality, is one which. is rela.tive to the culture in 
twhich it 18 ibund. She gives an example. "With. us a person would be neurotio 
4 
or psychotic 'Who talked by the hour with his deceased grandfather, whereas 
such communication with ancestora is a reoognized pattern in some Indian 
tribes (53,p.16)". In her theory, not only is psychopathology gauged trom 
the standpoint of culture but, a more important oontribution, a person's 
adequate adjustment i8d~rmined by the degree and quality of his interaotions 
wi th society. 
Perhaps her conolusions, "disturbanoes in human relationships are 
the genesis of neuro.is (64, p.a)," or It I first saw the core of neurosis in 
h1Jman relations (65,p.366), It are the clearest statements of her position in 
this regard. and show her emphasi 8 upon so01a1 interaction as a faotor in 
healthy personality development. 
So great has been the emphasi S ot sooietal intl uences upon person-
ality funotioning, espeoially by the neo-Freudians. that some anthropologists 
such as M. Mead, R. Benedict and others, take the extreme view that the person-
ality struoture of man is almost wholly determined by his social. environment. 
Two "Writers, Bain (16) and Uribe(103), not quite the "cultural relativists" 
that Mead or Benedict are, propose that in addition to physiologioal and 
psychologioal struoture development in man, there exists an aotual "sooio-
logical struoture" development as weU. Bain (15) has gone furthe·r in this 
regard to propose the ooncept ot "sociopathy" to explain many of the disorders 
of personality functioning. 
This position, especially among psychologists, sociologists and 
psychiatrists who stress interpersonal rather than intrapersonal factors, 
would seem to offer much promise. Even from a more philosophical viewpoint, 
the good of man as man and the ultimate realization of his potencies, involve. 
sooiety. Several quotes from Klubertanz illustrates this point. He statest 
••• The human good is scarcely to be obtained by an 
isolated irldi vidual. But in oooperation with others. 
the human good can be reached in an inoomparably 
higher degree ••• thus even the essential human goods 
of' knowledge and virtue demand the oooperation of 
many men ••• HEnoe. because the con~,:on good of man as man 
invol V8S 10 oiety, man is naturally a sooial a8 well 
as a rational animal (61, p.352~. 
Harry Stack Sullivan 
Perhaps the person who most stressed the social matrix and the 
interpersonal rele.tionships within it as influencing the development of 
human pera:>nality, is Harry Stack Sullivan. Perhaps his br1eflywworded 
definition of psychiatry a8 " ••• the study of interpersonal relations (97. 
p. V)," best expresses the basis of his theory. In so defining psychiatry, 
Sullivan points out that paychiatr.y is probably the basis for the develop-
ment of sooial psychologYe He statesl " ••• 1 sought to segregate from every-
thing else a disciplinary field in which operational methods could be applied 
with great praotioal benefits. This made psyohiatry the probable locus of 
another evolving discipline, one of the so01ul sOiences, namely 80cial 
psychology (91, p.V)." 
The process of psychologioal development, for Sullivan, is .yn-
onomous with the process of sooialilation wherein the values, frames of 
reference and stmdarde ot tJae culture come to make up the warp and woof of 
mind and personality. This prooess of development OC,(;;urs chiefly through 
interpersonal relationships. Even the behavior of schizophrenic patients. 
he maintains, ..... is made up of interpersonal processes (97, p.1)." Person-
ality development begins as a perceptual problem and a peroeptual prooess. 
He writes in this regard, " ••• the infant aeeing for the first time the full 
moon, reaches for it. Nothing transpires. He utters e. few 1::';008 and nothing 
transpires; then he starts to cry in rage, and the whole household is upset. 
But he does not get the moon, and the moon beoomes 'marked' unattainable 
(97, p.S)." In this manner part of the child's knowledge ("attitude") con-
oerning the moon, begins to form, i.e., that it is unattainable. .Mostly 
all of the human personality is developed in this manner, acoording to Sullivan~ I. 
This acculturation prooess, through sooial interaotion, prooeeds 
through more highly developed ~8tams of the personality, according to Sull-
ivan. An example in this regard, which has speoial implications for the 
problem under investigation in the present experiment, is that concerning the 
self-system and ita attitudes. -We quote Sullivan, 
This aocultural evolution begins thus, and when it 
suoceeds, when 0118 evolves suooessfully along this 
line, then one respects oneself so one oan respeot 
others. That is one of the peouliarities of human 
personality that oan always be depended upon. If 
there is a valid and real attitude toward the .elf, 
that attitude will manifest as valid and real to-
ward others. It is not that as ye judge so shall 
ye be judged, but aa you judge yourself so shall 
you judge others, strange but true a8 far as I know, 
and with no exoeption (91, p.6). 
Similar ideas have been expressed by earlier American psychologists. 
William James t desoriptions of the "sooial self" and "self-feeling" oontained 
ideas conoerning attitudes toward ourselves as being the frames of referenoe 
from whiCh our attitudes toward others emerge (66). Baldwin, in 1891, observed 
" that a man' 8 opinion of others must be referred to the same standards by which 
he judges himself (IS. p.79)," and Cooley,in 1902, acknowledging his debt to 
James and Baldwin, 'Wrote that. 
'I'he thing that moves us to pride or sheme is not the 
mere mechanioal reflection of ourselves, but an imputed 
sentimEl'lt, the imAgined effeot of this reflection upon 
I 
another's mind. This b evident from the fact that the 
c~aracter and weight of that other, in whose mind we see 
ourselves, makes all the dlfferer,oe with ours. We are 
ashamed to seem evasive in the presence 'of a brave one, 
gro S8 in the eyes of a refined one, and so on (33, p.184). 
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These ideas, in the relatively early days of psychology, are of more 
than mere historical interest. Contemporary research by Sears (86,87) haa 
shown experimentally, that attitudes toward the self a~d toward others are 
strongly related. The tindings of Berger (18), Sheerer (89), Stock (96) and, 
very reoently, Davids (38), oorroborate with those of Sears. These studies 
furnish more information regarding the psychologioal dynamios which underlie 
the maladjusted person's poor interaotion with sooial groups. 
We have eeen, acoording to Adler, Horney, Sullivan and others, that 
social interaction and adoption of' prevailing mores of the oulture in mioh 
one finds himself, are assooiated with heal thy ego functioning. Also .. aooord-
ing to the results of controlled researoh ( 18, 58. 86, 87, 89, 96), we learn 
that attitudes toward others are invested 'Wi. th attitudes whioh are held toward 
the selt. With the.e considerations in mind it might be hypothesized that 
disturbanoes in ego functioning, and attitude formation which are aocompanied 
by disturbance. in the interpersonal spheres, are associated with an inability 
to adapt and integrate into the personality, the norms, standards and attitudes 
of society. This will be the problem under investigation in this study. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEV,/ OF THE LITERATURE RB..UTED TO TIff~ PROBI.E)!t 'tINDER INVESTIGATION 
Sullivan's thinking that the prooess of personality development. 
particularly attitude formation, begins as e perceptual problem, is shared 
by many researchers in the field of social psychology, among whioh are 
Sherif and Cantril. They state. 
Since attitudes are not innate states of readiness. inasmuoh 
a8 they are found in relation to particular objects. persons. 
in.'itutions, 8lld values or norms. the individual has first 
to come into contaot with them. l~nd coming into contact with 
them is a pero~tual situation. This means that the prime.ry 
stage in the formation of attitude. i. a perceptual stage. 
The presence of a peroeptual stage is of the utmost psycholog .. 
ioal importanoe. For oertain basic facta about perceptual 
situations provide the starting point for the formation of 
attitudes (94, p.19). 
Sinoe peroeption is considered the first stage in attitude 
formation. it will be fruitful for our purpose. to e:xarnine some research 
whioh has studied the interrelationships of perception, attitude formation, 
and personality. with special regard for the implications of suoh research 
for the problem under investigation here. 
Sullivan, Sherif and Cantril. and others (23.42,72), regard per-
ceptions as the bases from which 8ubsequent behaviors. (attitudes, values, 
interests. etc.), of the personality are formed. Recently, a large number 
of studies have taken another approach. Prevailing states of readiness 
within the personality, by way of attItudes, values, interests, and other 
psychologioal or physiological motivational statee, have been shown to be 
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assooiated with modes of peroeption. An effort to integrate a vast amount 
of such research, some of which we shall disouss, has reoently been attempted 
by Blake and Ramsey (19), and Witkin, et al (109). 
A. Personal Factors in Perc5?ti~n 
In examining the literature of the past two decades in the field 
of perception and personality, two striking discoveries are made, these are, 
1. that there is inoreasing emphasis placed on the disposition of the per-
ceiver in peroeptual theory and, 2. that it appears possible to divide the 
peroeptue.l act into several oomponents, .,:.ul ti-faotorial. theory). Bruner and 
Postman have stated that a human peroeption may be broken down into four 
funotions. The,y statel 
These funotions provide a "summary" of (the peroeiver's) 
oontr1 bution to the peroei ving process. ¥ihat is seen is 
first of all, a seleotion from a near infinitude of 
potential stimuli. The stimulus adequaoy, or potential 
of the environment is too great for an organism to peroeive 
"everything". Secondly, peroeption is the result of 
or J&!li zation. What is seen is organi zed oonfiguration. 
The peroel ver, moreover I aocentuates certain peroepts at 
the expense of others. Parts of the stimulus field are 
more highly vivified than other parts. Finally, taking 
into acoount the time dimension, what is "habitually" 
seen in any given peroeptual situation is a function of 
the fixation of the past peroeptual. responses in that 
situatIon. The four functions of tile peroei ver- seleotion, 
organization, aooentuation, and fixation, refleot his prevail-
ing mental state at the time of perceiving. That prevailing 
state is oompounded of the organism t s needs, his value., his 
hopes, his past experiences, his culture- in short, all tho.e 
items 0 f his past history which have gone into making him 
what he is (24, p.83). 
In reviewing the literature we shall be interested in the attitudinal set 
of the perceiver, on peroeptual selectivity, organization and aooentuation. 
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Perceptual Selection- Perhaps the first experimental work in this 
area was dohe by Kulpe (62) over forty years ago. He studied the selectivity 
of perception as a fUnotion of attitudinal set. In his experiments he 
tachistoscopioally presented different stimuli, such as printed syllables, 
about ...nich di fferent aspects or "dimensions" could be reported, (e.g., 
number of letters involved, looation of colors, patterns tormed by the 
syllables, etc.). His reeults indicated that more items were noted and more 
correot judgment. made by the subject about that aspeot ot the stimuli whioh 
had been emphasized by the set or attitude given in the initial instructions. 
More recently, McGinnes, Bruner, and Postman (12) gave a group of subjects 
the Allport-Vernon Study of Value., which measures theoretioal, economic, 
aesthetiC, .ocial, political, and religious values. Certain words, judged 
by independent scholars as connoting these various values, were presented 
to the subjects tachistoscopically and recognition time was recorded. The 
results showed aborter recognition time tor high value words and longer 
recognition time tor low value words, The conolusion drawn WaS that we per-
oeive more readily those stimuli which we especially value and are set to 
see, and a theory of "se1eotive sen8iti~tion" was tentatively proposed. 
A.G. Woolbert, (fide Cantril and Allport (2B», in 1933, found 
that there was a statistically significant relationship between personal 
values and what articles were selected tor reading by subjects trom a daily 
newspaper. Levine, Chein and Murphy (65). observed that when three groups 
of hungr,y men were asked to answer questions about oertain pictures which 
were supposedly flashed on a screen, (aotually the screen was blank), "fODd 
responses" were included in moat ot the answers. Also. Sanford (84) found 
that imaginal prooesses were considerably influenoed by abstinence from tood 
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Miller (73,~) end ~illiama (108) have demonstrated tnat even working with 
neutral perceptual stimuli, the subjeot is able to disoriminate objects e.t 
levels of extinction below the level of reportable &wareneas. 
Aocording to Bruner and Postman, not only will tho perceiver widen 
the range of his perceptual sensitivity and select "value.blelt stimuli from 
it by assuming a particular perceptual attitude, but he will also exclude 
certain perceptual stimuli which are in any way threatening to him. 'fhis 
they call tfperceptual defencelt and perception is guided by the "principle 
of vigilanoe" (24, p.99).1t Recently published work by Atkinson and McClelland 
(14) shows how vigilance may occur in peroeption. Using ambiguous stimuli 
and su bjects Buffering from varying degrees of sta.rvation, tiLey found that 
as hunger grew more and more painfUl, the number of food percepts decreased. 
The explanation was that the extremely hungry subject was endeavoring to 
defend himself against stimuli whioh now brought his painful state to mind. 
Perceptual Organization- Mudl research has supported Bruner and 
Postman's thesis that perceptual organization is also greatly influenced by 
the attitude of the perceiver, with the stress on social datenr.inants. 
Bruner and Postman have sho'Wll, for example, that perceptions are definately 
influenced by directions given to the subjeot, (26). After reviewing much 
research in this area, they state, liThe more sharply tuned the set, the more 
eff'ioient, genenlly, will perception be (24, p.e?).1t Crutchfield (36) and 
Solomon (~6) have shown that the expenditure of effort on the spatial organ-
ization of ~e rat's perceptual field is strongly a.ssooiated 'With rnotivatl.on-
set. Schafer and 1',urphy (86) have demonstrated how reward-set will affect a 
subject t 8 figure and ground perception. In another study having a similar 
design to this, Pro shan sky Wid Murphy (82) gave money and simultaneously 
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presented certain perceptual material to a group ot subjects. Later, other 
unrewarded perceptual material was included and the subjects were asked to 
describe what they saw. The results showed that the subjects engaged in much 
autistic perception in an ef'fort to "see" the perceptual material which was 
associated with reward. 
McClellan d, Atkinson, and Clark (11), doing similar research, tn Id 
a group they had done poorly on oertain tests which measured leadership and 
ability to aot in a situation of' stress. Atter this, the answers to questions 
about pictures supposedly tlashed on a soreen, (aotually the screen was blank) 
detinately snowed the group's tendency to "see" things whioh would depiot 
their leadership and ability to act correctly in a stress situation. Henle (5C It 
Johnson (59), Djang (39), end Braly (22), have also shown that the present 
anohorages of the perceiver. (based on past experienoe), will influence hi. 
perceptual organization. 
Perceptual Accentuation- Just a8 the organism will extend the range 
of' it s sensory thresholds, admit and exclude stimuli, and organile its per-
ceptual field in accordance with its attitudinal predisposition at the time 
of perceiving, so too, Bruner and Postman state, perceptions are accentuated 
in accordance with their own unique relationship to the organism. They state: 
"The size, brightness, vividness, color, or shape of an object which, in short I 
represent a compromise 0 f the various 'possible waye,' will depend upon the 
subject and the predispositions which he brings to the stimulus situation 
with him (24, p.lOO)." Goodman (43) found that children overestimated oandy 
disos in oompa.rison to cardboard discs by 35%. In a. later experiment by 
Bruner and Goodman (23), ten year old children were instructed, using the 
sane method, to estimate the s1 ~es of coins. In general, results slowed the 
greater the-value of the ooin, the greater the amount of overestimation. 
'i~hen the ohildren were divided into a rich and a poor group, the effect was 
greater for the poor group. 
From this research. all of which, incidentally, was performed in 
the laboratory, we see that personally anchored factors, (80-called "behavior-
al factors,· Bruner's term), in the personality organiz&tion, affect percep-
tiona. It ia a rather astonishing thing to note that such research has only 
recently appeared, while projeotive testing had been proceeding for many 
years before on the basis of rather unconvincing w.lidaticnal evidence. mo.t 
notably the Rorschach, which wat published in 1921. 
Value., interests, "needs-, and even physiological states are, to 
lOme extent, associated wi.. th perceptual selection, organization, and accent-
uation. What occurs in the perceptual situation outside the laboratory, 
where variable. are not 80 well-controlled and stimuli are not carefully 
pre.ented, _y be another matter. ~. Bruner and Goodman state, "We think 
80 exclusively in tems of the .. ell-oontrolled dark room experiment (that 
we often forget) in everyday lite, perception is, by and large, a series of 
quick looka, glan.es, ina.tt8lltive listenings, and furtive touches (23, P.36)~ 
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Observations outside the experiment where the "reallty-minded" 
subject may find himselt in a social setting, and is confronted with the 
whole situation, which doe. not allow him to ob8erve his environment as 
al 08ely .. a in a laboratory. may yield other findings. In this regard, Bruner 
and Postman have stated that It ••• all perception is to a lesser or greater 
-
degree 80cial perception (24, p.11).1t 
We turn now to research which more closely controls the social 
setting in whioh the peroeiver finds himself making judgments, and ~iCh 
concerns itselt with so-oalled "8~cial peroeption." Mostly all of these 
experiments try to account tor the effeot of social factors on perception 
and judgment, something which all the previous studies did not consider 
important. 
B. Social Faotors in Perception (with normal populations) 
Many questions are taced by researchers who study social prooe.ses. 
Perhaps some of the more basic ones arel Can the problems which concern 
thanaelves with social proces.es be studied under controlled conditions ? 
Can they be formulated in tenna of experimentally testable hypotheses ? More 
specifically, can the etfect. of social factors on perception and ju?gmen.t 
be studied in the laboratory? Some of the earliest experiments in 80cial 
psychology attempted to cope with the.e questions (6,37,90). The methodology 
used proved to be uaerul in future work. Early research which studied sooial 
prooes.e., was performed by Sherif (90,91). In effect, he &nswered the 
above questions in the affirmati ve. Pro blems involving 80cial processe. oan 
be investigated under oontrolled conditions. can be formulated in terms of 
testable hypcthes and can be studied in terma 0 f their effect upon perHption 
and judgment. 
Sherif, who.e work (90) we shall discuss in more detail later, used 
the autokinetic illusion in same of his experiments. His subject. made 
judgments about the distanoe the light moved. He ooncluded that when persona 
in wham norms and range. are first 4eveloped in individual situationa, are 
put together in a group and allowed to make judgments aloud, the rang •• 
tend to oonverge. Bub the oonvergenoe 18 not so olose as when they fir.t 
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work in the grnup situa.tion .. having le8s opportunity to set up individual 
anchorages.- He succeeded in demonstrating that group conformity occurred 
in judging a visual stimulus which was highly ambiguous, and unstable. More 
important, the stimulus itself was non-social (a. point of light). In the 
experiment he was able to study the process of "attitude formation," as he 
called it. Single subject., in the face of a stimulus which offerred no 
reference points from which to judge it, evolved their own internal frames 
of reference in judging it. behavior. Later .. when subjects were placed in 
a group .. theae frame. (anchorages) lfere slowly relinquished, and there emerged 
a new frame of reference regarding the same stimulus. The work of Johnson (59) 
hal shown how the establishment of previous internal frames toward ceTtain 
unstruotured auditory stimuli also effect judgments concerning them. 
Studying the effects of previously established anchorages using 
non-social sti:m.uli remained a rather debatable point for several years after 
thiS, until Tresselt and Volkman (101) took up the i.sue once again. In a 
rather skillful design the,y demon8tx~ted that, although the previously learned 
anchorages of two groups are radically different, it is possible tor perceptual 
conformity to occur between them, even when the objects to be judged are non-
social in nature. In their words. •••• our problem was to verity (along the 
lines of Sheriffs experiment) the thesis that uniform opinions can be pro-
duced by stimulation that is primarily non-social (101 .. p.242).ft They set 
up weight-judgment experiments using two groups of subjects (steel mill 
workers and college personnel), who.e ~rk, through the years neoessitated 
their handling either heavy or light classes of objects, respectively. The 
findings were in the expected theoretical direction. They statet "The result. 
show that, while the different Sa entered the experiment with d1fferent scales 
of judgment, these awes rapidly approached uniformity and agreement. 
Henoe the £heais is verified, we therefore urge that sooial psychologists 
look for non-social oonditions for the formations of opinions aa well ... 
social conditions (101, p. 243)." 
'" 
Later, Tre •• eIt (99) in a .tm11ar design, questioned the nece.sity 
of using subject. with long.stand:1ng fremea of reference, (recall that 
Sherif'. subject's frame. of reference were newly establiahed). Her task 
was to determine the effect of experimentally produced variations in the 
amount of past experienoe (with stimulus objects similar to the objects 
to be used in the new task of judgment) upon the speed of agre.ent with 
the center of the stimulus scale. Using subjects with w.rying degrees of 
pn.otice at handling weights of different siles, she obtained results 
similar to those of the previous study, 'With the additional finding that 
the better an anchorage ia learned, the more pronounced is the tendency tor 
that anchorage to eftect subsequent judgments. Her concludons in this and 
a subsequent study (100) are similar to those of Sherif. 
The phenomena at shitts in traes of referenoe; and group oonformity 
haw a180 been studied by Bovard (20.21). and Lewin (66), who both found 
that a group-centered was more effectiw in modifying individual behavior 
toward more sooially aeo~ta~l. nor~ than was a leader-oentered group. 
Jenness (58) obte.1ned the 8.e results when he obserwd convergence resul t-
ing from the group influenoe in the estimation of the number of beans in a 
jar. other findings (10.32,38,63) oorroborate with these stUdies which all 
seem to suggest that the convergence of the judgments of indiv1duall-towari 
a group norm is related to the amount of interpersonal interaction. It 
might be heuristically posited that an indi 't"1dual' 8 acoeptance of a group t s 
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norm 18 related to the amount of his "positive" interpersonal interaction 
in that group. 
Thus far, we have observed that group influences often effect ohanges 
in a perceiver'. frame of reterence in a situation to be judged. Howe.".r, 
all of the experiments mentioned fail to study the effect at the degree of 
structure and ambiguity of the stimulus situation upon the perceiver's 
readines8 to accept group standards. Several experimenters have shown 8uch 
a relationship to exist. 
Lewis's experiment (6~ showed that prestige suggestion influenoe i. 
a funotion of the amount of structure and knowledge of the situation in w4ioh 
the subject finds himself. Coffin'. findings (32) that suggestibility de-
cline. as the amounts of knowledge or training of the material inorease, and 
Luchin', work (70) "ioh studied soolal influence as a function of the struc-
tural clarity of the stimulus, are also in agreement on this. Cant.ril, in 
diSGUISing this point, atate.that one condition of suggesti'bUity is a "lack 
of mental content (27, p. 04)." 'Which means that the situation is unstruc-
tured for the peroe1 ver. Even in research conoerned with level of aspiration, 
Chapman and Volkman (&» found that previous familiarity with a situation 
prevent. ahitts in the direction of' the experimentally induced standards or 
norms. 
In swmmar,y, these conclusions are that it becomes increasingly more 
unoertain that the perceiver will alter his judgments in the suggested direc-
tion, if he has established previous anchorages concerning the situation to 
be judged, espeoially if his experienoe has verified his anchorages to be 
accurate in the past. This seems reasonable, to 8ay the least. It appears 
that 800ial psyChologists should reel reluotant in expeoting easy ohanges ot 
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opinion without regarding a subject t • previous experienoe and present cognition 
of th e Ii tuation. If, on the o1:her hand, ... e deprive the subject of anchorages, 
(previous experience, present cognition of the situation, etc.). it may be 
another matter. V\e then, in .. sIIl.e, compel him to rely upon the only anohor-
age. whidl are l;ert to him, tho.e which are subjective, Sherif states this 
point succinotly. 
In man, 0&8.S the objective situation is dominant in the 
determination of peroeption. There are oases, however, 
in which this 0 bjeoti ve determination is lacking, thus 
allowing the internal factors, such a8 attitude, subjeotive 
nonn., and value. to play the dominant role in the organ-
ization of the perceptual field (90, p. 52). 
As we have already mentioned, the overwhelming majority of experiments in 
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perception at the present time, are dosigned along these linea. Projective 
testing rationale i8 also implicated here, By allowing the internal factors 
to furnish the dam.inating role in perception, we are, according to Sherif'. 
thinking. - ••• able to 8ay that any conslatant produot in the experience of 
the individual members of the group, ditf'ering from their experienoe as iso-
lated individuals. 18 a function of their interaction in the group (92, p. 82):' 
A .tudy by Aeoh (9) indioates that any consistent produot in the ex· 
perienoe of the individual members of the group, by way of oonverf::ence, diver-
gence, polariu.tion, eto., is aleo partially related to the nature of the group 
as perceived by the individual. In his design he considered " ••• the role of 
the standards of congenial as well as of hostile groups to which one belongs 
as well as ot other groups (9, p. 433).- Among hie conolusions he states, 
"The standards imput~J to congenial groups produced Changes in the meaning of 
1. See Blake and Ramsey (19). and Witkin, at al (109) for excellent 
reviews of such research done up until 1954. 
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* the objeots of judgment ( in the expected theoretioal direction) (9. p. 462)." 
and also "there .as a tendenoy to rejeot the standards imputed to antagonistic 
groups as a bas18 for judgment (9, p. 463)." 
In summary, thus te.r we have spoken of designs which have used percept-
ual situations to study the formation of frame. of reference in jud~ent, 
and and sooial prooesses of group consensus. our disoussion has oentered 
entirely upon the.e areas in terms of data. reaei ved trom normal or a.verage 
subjects. No studie., known to the writer, have been published, sa..,. one (63), 
whioh have used clinical pa.tient.. 'Ehe next two eJIPerimenta desoribed attemp-
ted to study the relationship between group conformity and uladjustment. 
Both these experimeJl,t. employed the autokinetic effect which afforia a totally 
unstable, ambiguous, unique situation whiah JD8¥ nioely be used to study norm 
formation and conformity in a gMUp. 
c. Sooial Factors in Pero!ption (with m.aladjusted and abnormal groups) 
Urbano.iol (102) utilized the autokinetio situation as Sherif did. 
Working with smell groups and studying group conformity and personal adjust-
ment. he found that subjects .coring high on "neurotioism" (as measured by 
the Bernreuter Personali~ Invento~), did not respond to the suggestion or 
movement by the experimenter, end also shawed an absence of conformity of 
judgments with the group. In another part of his study he used the autokin-
etic illusion as a projective test of personality evaluation by asking the 
subjects to plot the movement of the light. I:fe found a significantly high 
positive relationship between "neuroticism" and the amount of movement 
• Braokns oura. 
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perceived, ( r: .71 ) • 
. 
In another study, by Levine, et al (63), in which hospitalized 
neurotics were used, the hypothesis to be tested (similar to that of Urban-
owicz above) was that "the emotionally disturbed individual will interact 
less in a group situation than will the individual who is not 80 incapaci-
tated (63, p. 261)." 
Using a simila r design to 'that of Sheri r (90), the reaul ts obtained 
by these researchers showed that the neurotics and the normals differed in 
the extent to which 'they absorbed new frames of reterence in the group auto-
kinetic Situation, the neurotics showing less flexibility in adapting to 
group norms than did the normals. This experimctal design is among the 
tew which has turn18hed data of this kind concerning the hypothesis that 
emotionally disturbed individuals interact lel8 in the group than individuals 
who are not 80 incapacitated. The methodology used, however, is open to 
much question. We shall discuss this more thoroughly later. The present 
.tudyis an attanpt to test the same hypothesis, using more selective samp· 
ling and increased experimental controls. 
Betore proceeding to the rationale for some ot the experimental 
methods used in the present study, a briet review of some designs using the 
autokinetic illusion, mentioned thus tar, would seem in order. This will 
provide some knowledge regarding a tew of the more cruoial faotors whioh 
affeot the peroeption of this illusion and also sane of the problems which 
it has been used to investigate. 
D. The Autokinetic Illusion 
It a stationary point of light is viewed in a perfectly dark room 
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'Which affords no other points of or1ent~tion, it will a~)pear to move. All 
persona, Wi th extremely fn exceptions, experienoe the movement, especially 
if the dimensions of the room are unknolVll to them. 'i'he phenomenon ll'.ay also 
be observed w.l.th .. dark sky as the ground against which tho li::-ht is seen. 
other factors in the situation also affect the amount o.f illusory movement 
perceived, such a8 the size and brightness of the lii.4lt, the I1ze of the ro~ 
noiae$ in the l"t>om, the expectations ot the percel vel", sex, age, etc. 
Knowledge by the perceiver that the light is, in reality, stationary. does 
not eliminate the Ulusion of movj~'lI1ant. Various physiological explanations 
for autokinesis have bean attepted (29,41,48,62), however, the nature of 
the illusion ia still a controversial prabl_. ExoellClt histories of auto-
kinesis 1n psychologioal so1t1loe have been made by Ada. (1), Carr (29), and 
Gull ford (46). 
Reoantly, Graybiel and Clark (44), usS.ng over 500 subjects (Air Corps 
trainees), studied the 1l1ua1on and its e£feets upon night flying. Some of 
their findings werel 
a. It is mi._really experienoed by normal persons. 
(Not one subject railed to report movement).-
b. Thaperiod of delay betore the onset of movement 
1& almost always ShO", fL .. raging approximately 
nine seoonds. 
o. the median duration of a movement in .. particular 
direcrtS.on i8 approxLnately tel .econde. 
d.. Mo~t 18 obs.rved about half' or the t1me. 
(UDder their experimental conditions) •• 
• Brackets ours. 
e. 'fha rate of movement is usually slo1'1, but on rare 
oocasions, rapid. 
r. Movement is seen in all directions. 
g. The errects of voluntary control in the suppresion 
of movement is limited, (44, p. 149). 
The illusion of movement is round to oocur even if the stimulns is 
a large one (60), end/or of different configurations (81), however, modif-
icatlon in these ways always lessells the extent of the illusory movement. 
Regarding the day to day reliability of the frame of referenoe a 
subject establishe. in estimating the distanoe the light appears to move, 
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Linton (69), Rohrer (83), Sexton (88), Sherif (90), and Voth (104,105), bave 
found that it is very high, (r's in the .90'a). Subjeots judging the move-
ment of the light on sublequent oocasion;;;, strongly adhere to previously 
established ancnorages. That theae anohorages oen'be altered by group 
influenoe, has al ready been disoussed. Haggard and Rose (49) demonstrated 
how these previously established frames may be altered in the direotion of 
reward. Proshansky and Murphy (82) mentioned above, also have shown that 
peroeption may move in the direotion of reward. Both of these studies. in-
oi dental 1y , seem to oonfirm the idea that sc.e judgments proceed in the 
direction of the apprehended good. 
Atter or during the autokinetie situation, subjeots usually report 
that the ligttt moved in several direotions. Several experimenters (45,88, 
102,104,105) have tried to detennine whether a subjeotts drawings of the 
light's course of movement could be used as a projective test of personality. 
Voth, the first in this approaoh, used 600 nOl'lnal subjects and concluded 
that: "Through preliminary correlational studies .tth establiShed personality 
tests, personality differencee are suggested as expressed through various 
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torral end amoUl'lt. of autokinetic perception (l04, p. 332)." He found that 
.xtrat.n.l .... persons give lea: movement th911 introversive one., using the 
Ror.chach as a. be.s1s for compar1eon. In anoth.r part 01' the experiment, 
Voth instructed lOme prenously tested subject., (310 in number). to melee 
drawing. of the light'. coure. of mo..,..nt wbile they eat quietly in small 
groupe (no int.rper.onal cor;:.munioe.t;1ona). Hill tind1n:;& .. ere not clear-out, 
howeTer, it waa found that the group situation d.id oau.e some subj.cta to 
change their judgnuillta. Voth do •• not state Just what these ohange. w.re 
and. no _te. are given regarding tbis part of the experiment, lave one h1ato-
gram end one correlation or +0.96 between groupe of 26 whioh had been re-
t.,teel. Again, •• veral year. later, Voth repeated the .xperirAent, thi. time 
Uling a large numb.r of psyohiatrio patienta, (846), drawn from .ome 26 dift-
er.nt dlagnoltic oatagorl... R.sult. showed that the high.et indic.I ot 
IllOVem«lt and ehUts 1n direotion were obtained b)" th.me.nlc-d.prees1vee. h,..-
terios, and the "psychotic g1"Oupe. tie conoluded that. "ther. 1. evidence 
that through autokinetic reaotion8 som.thing akin to .xtra .... ra10n-1ntro~.ion 
i. being mentfeated (106, p. 806).- Also, "In the aggregate, women are pron.e 
to .ee lesa movemClt than men (105. p. 8(4)." '!'he relationship betw.en ex-
tent of movement and maladju.tment found in his previous study. ae(~med to 
apply with the.e psychiatrio patient.. He stat ••• "Erratic movement pattern. 
presag., on the average, ale.. ta'YOrable cour.e of Ulne.. (106, p. 806 h" 
Sexton (88), a psych1atrilt. uaing a simUar d •• ign, oonfil'lll::d Voth t. flnding 
how.ver, be taU. to give a dettdled breakdoWn of his data, as Voth dld. 
Granbow1clI, who administered the C&l.U·ornia PerlOnality Te!! to 50 tw.lve 
ye&r-old children, conduded simUarly that, "There 11 a aignifioant in .... r •• 
relationship betweon the amount of apparent ffiovament perce1ved, and adjuatment 
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(46, p. 70)." Urbanowicz (102), as was mentioned above, obtained similar 
results. 
Temerlin (98) recently studied the relationship between variability 
of autokinetic peroeption and ps.ychotherapy. Working under Sherif, he studie 
the relationship between variability of judgments ot the extent of autokinetic 
movement and the extent to which the meohaniama of repression, intelleotual-
iaation, rationalization. denial and reaotion-forJDflltion were used to cope 
with enxiet.y. His aubjects were 15 neurotic students at the University of 
Ok.lahoma Counseling Center. lio significant relationships were found. other 
hypothese. which were verified by the data .. ere that 1. variability is posi-
tively related to the amount of productivity of the client in therapy, i.e., 
grasping insights, verbalizing meaningful material, modifying attitude., etc., 
and 2. variability is negatively related to the extent to which the client is 
"paralyzed into rigidity or passivity, by self-consciousness (98)." 
In muoh ot the researoh di scussed above it is noted that there is an 
increase in the use of unstructured, ambiguous and unstable stimuli in experi-
ments involVing maladjusted groups. The use of such stiJiluli has been fruit-
ful in studying the phenollena of attitude tormation and group confonnity, how-
ever. the work of Levine, et al (63) stands as one of the few examples of 
such research with emotionally disturbed persons. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL ASSUMP'rIONS AIH) RATIONALE RE~RDING THE HYPOJ.'HESIS TO BE 
TESTED. EVALUATION OF Rl!.'lATED DESIGNS AND THEIR IMPI.ICATIONS FOR 
THE PRESENT EXPERIMENT 
In psychologiCAl research it is observed that normal human beings 
seem to possess an inherent motivational tendenoy to be part, more partic-
ularly, an appreoiated part. of society, Many psychologists and psyohiatrists 
believe that the basic conflicts of emotionally disturbed persons are rooted 
in the area of 800ial relationships, In almost all instances. these indiv-
iduals experience diffieulties in the 80clal spherea, Social interaction 
seems to be d1aturbed. in some manner. 
Social interaction appears to be the paradigm when t'wo or more people 
are together in a 800ial situation. On the perceptual plane. according to 
the research just reviewed. perc4ptual oontomity also seems to be the para-
digm when two or more people are together in a peroeptual situation which 
calls for their mutual judgments. 
The assumptions made in mostly all of the experiments reviewed in the 
area of' sooi&.l conformity were that 1. 800ial conformity can be studied thro~ 
peroeptual conformity. a.nd 2. the peroeptual m.aterial used oan be non-social 
in nature. The evidence overwhelmingly indicates that the assumptions are 
sound. The general conclusion reached is th&.t 80cial and peroeptual confor-
mity are intimately related a.nd, in the worda of Tresselt and Volkma.n:" "uni-
form opinion can be produced by stimulation that is primarily non-sooial (101, 
25 
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p. 243).ft It is upon the strength of this evidence that we, in the present 
. 
experiment, make similar assumptions. 
A. Some Current Definitions of Attitudes 
Since the present experiment is an investigation of the manner in 
which psychological frames of reference are established in tho formation cf 
attitudes, a discuseion of some representative definitions of attitudes by 
eminent psychologists follows. 
t set t toward or against certain things." 
Baldwin (17, p.88)-- "(Attitude is readiness for attention, or action of 
a definite Bort." 
Warren (107. p.24)- It Attitude- the apeoU'tc mental diepoaition toward an 
incoming (0 r a.rising) experienoe. whereby that experience is modified. or • 
.. cond.ition of readiness for a certain type or aotivitYh •• It 
Cantril (26. p. 14)- " An attitude 1s a more or leS8 permanently enduring 
state of readiness of mental organisation which pre-disposes an individual 
to react in a charaoteristio way to any object or situation with which it 
is related." 
Allport (8, p. 810)- It An attitude 18 a mental and neural state of readi-
ness, organized through experienoe, exerting a directive or dynamic influenoe 
upon the individualts response to all objeots and situations with which it 
is related." 
It will be notioed that the essential feature in these definitions 
is a state of readiness to respond in a particular way to oertain stimuli. 
i'lore specifically, these representative definitions seem to imply, among 
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other things, that there exists a state of readiness of behavior, (in terms 
of action, speech or thought), This state of readiness is then evoked when 
• particular class of' stimuli, either wi thin or outside the person, is per-
eei ved end interpreted in terms of a particular oategory of past experienoe. 
In the present experixnent we are conoerned with the manner in which a state 
of readiness of behavior, in terms of peroeptual judgment, is firat fonned, 
and then latet modified through BOoial interaotion. The experiment is con-
eerned with rigidity and flexibility of attitude tormation. 
Horney mentions two oharacteristios oommon to every neurosis. "e. 
certain rigidity in reaotion and a disorepancy between potentialities and 
accompliabnents, (63, p. 17)." The first of these, "rigidity in reaction: 
is closely related to the problem we are conoerned with in this experiment, 
(attitudes and sooial confondty). 
Mullahy, in disoussing Horney's theories, succinctly ~s up her oon-
cept of "rigidity in reaction" thus. 
WhilAt a "normal" person reacts according to the requirements 
of the objective situation, a neurotio brings to all situations 
a predetermined attitude by whioh, or acoording to which he tends 
to reaot. Thus a "normal" person will be suspioious only when the 
situation oalls for it, when, say, the other person manifests 
signa of insinoerity, e'9'asiveness, or talsehood. When no such 
signs exist, a "normal" person 18 not very likely, it at all, 
to suspeot the good faith of another. But a neurotio may bring 
to any situation an attitude of suspioiousness (or apprehension) 
or hostility, depending on oircumstanoes. He _11 consoiously 
or unconsciously be on the watch for signa of insinoerity or 
bad faith, and even if he finds no evidenoe, he will still tend 
to assume, perhaps unconsoiously, that the other person cannot 
be tru.ted. The"no!'maf per.on is flexible in his attitudes 
and behavior oonoerning the situations in 1ttloh he find. him-
selfJ the neurotio is rigid, inflexible. (76, p. 209). 
B. The Hypothesis to be Te.ted 
The neurotic's rigidity and inflexibility show up in his inability 
to adapt to the nonna of the social group of which he 1s a member, aa 
Levine, et e.l (63) have shown. 'l'he present experiment ooncerns itself 
with this rifidity or inflexibility of psychologioally distressed indiv-
iduals and how they are related to the modification of jud.gmental frames 
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of reference by sooial faotors. The m8dor hypothesis to be tested i8 that. 
The emotionally disturbed individual will not be influenced by, or 
respond to, social stimUlation arowld him which endeavors to inoulcate in 
him, a judgmental frame of reference, (regarding events whioh are subjective 
in nature). 
c. Ew.luation of the ;Experiment by Levine, at a.l. 
Sinoe the hypotheSiS tested by Levine, et a1 (6S) was similar to 
the one posed here, a closer er.rl more oritioal examination ot their exper-
iment appears warranted in order that improvements in design and method-
ology may be included in the present study. 
The experimental design, the methodology, end the populations used, 
seem open to sane question in the light of the tollowing oritiques one 
may raise about this work. 
1. The use of medioal patiants as "normals"- The selection ot a 
IInormal" group trom a genersl Dl8dicine ward ot the same hospital trom 
Which the neurotios were ohosen is a questionable procedure, sinoe theae 
persons cannot be said to represent a sample from the normal popUlation. 
Moreover, numerous studiea with the Kuder Preferenoe Record ahow that per-
sona on medical wards sienifioantly increase their social service interests 
while they are being hospitalised. Allo, we are told nothing of the 
specifio medical diagnoses of these persons. The literature on aooident 
and sickness proneness in neurotios opens up lnany more questionl regarding 
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the "normality" of this group. 
2. The number of subjeots 'Were fn- The total number of subject. in 
the study were 17 (seven "normal" and ten neurotio). 
3. The number of manbers in tho group situation was not constant-
The subjects were taken into the autokinetic situation in groups of difter-
ent sizes. The neurotics were taken in fours end sixes, and the " no nnal s " 
were taken in threes and four .. 
4. The lex and age VlU'iable ... ere not equated .. Numerous studies 
have shown that sex and age may affect the autokinetio illusion. (29.88. 
2 
104,105). 
5. Too i_ trials .. ere given- Only ten trials woro given to oa.ch 
subject. Sherif (93) believes that many more trials are necessar,y, ... 
peoially with neurotics. 
6. No diagnostic information is given about the neurotics- The author 
2 
give no sub-diagnostio categories for their clinical group. 
7. Longevity of the disorder is not stated- Sinoo tho chronicity of 
pathology probably affects the patient's flexibility in social situation., 
2 
(40,98), this variable Should have been better controlled. 
8. Familiarity among subjects was undetennined- Information regard-
2 
ing the degree of acquaintanoe among subjects is ncit given. 
9. "Social" 'VI "non-social" neurotics· A.lthough their findings show 
significant differences between the normal and neurotio groups, they explain 
-
2. A personal. CorlnlUIlication from the senior author (64) failed to 
furnish any infonnation regarding the control of this variable. 
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that more clear-cut results may have been obscured by tho dU'ferezl'ces in 
sociability among the neurotics. Some neurotics were observ(ld on the wards 
to be more "sociable" than others. Perhaps the results migtlt have been 
more meaningf~ if this variable were better controlled. If patients .. ere 
used whose behavior is typified by a marked retreat from social spheres 
(suoh at sohizophrenics), this difficulty may have been lessened. More-
over, differenoes between these patients and normals in responding in terms 
of en internal frame of reference, may have been greater than that between 
3 
neurotics and normals. Freud's observation that "the narcissistic neuroses 
are much more pre-disposed to interpreting reality in terms of the ego than 
other group. such as hysteria and obsessional neurosis,(4l, p. 364),· is 
probably well-shared by experienoed clinicians who have 'Worked with these 
patients. 
D. Evaluation of the E:xperime:nte bl SheZ1!. 
An analysis of Sherif·s experimental design (90), which represented 
one of the first in the area of social perception, may also prove fruitful 
tor the present experiment. Normal subjects (students at Columbia Uni ..... 
ersity) were aalced to make judgments concerning the (apparent) movement of 
the point of light in the autokinetic situation. They were tested in either 
of two ways; 1. individually, in groupe, and thEn individually again, or 
2. in groups first, and thEll individually. 
Working with these normal subjects, Sherif' found that social factors 
did affect perceptions. He concluded that -,·'hon persons, ir whom norms and 
3. SynoITmous with dementia praecox for Freud. 
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ranges ar~ first developed in individual situations, are put together in 
a group, the ranges tend to converge. But the convergen.oe is not so olose 
as when the,y first work in a group situation, having less opportunity to 
set up individual norma. In addition to this, he states that "when a mem-
ber of a group faces the same situation subsequently alone after once the 
range and norm of his group have been established, he peroeives the llitu-
ation in terms of the norms and ranges that he brings from the group situ-
e.~ion (90, p. 83),-
Gibson (42) .tates that Sherif's work, 'Which considered the problem 
ot psyoholoi;ioal frames of reference and attitude formation, might be con-
sidered an example of the development of locial norms and attitude.. The 
experiment, he say., represents a .ort ot miniature culture in whioh sev-
eral persons are called upon to make judgments regarding an unstable visual 
phenomenon. Slowly. there evolves a common basis of judgment in the group. 
a frame of reference which infl. uences the subsequent judgments of each ot 
the members therein. In a sens., thb :b seen as a Itsocialisation prooess lt 
by GibfJOn and the judgments of the normal eubjeets in the experiment were 
modified by it. Would the .ffects of this sltuation be as great upon sub-
jects who are emotionally maladjusted' 
In a subsequent study, Sherif (91) altered his experimental design 
by suggesting definite ranges of movement to the perceivers, By pairing 
a nai.,. subject with one who had baWl instructed to make judgments within 
certain prescribed ranges, and then testing both subjects together, he ob-
tained similar results. 
Some objections to the study are that he did not attempt to control 
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the variables ot age, sex. and previous familiarity among subjects. Also, 
. 
the number of subjeots were few (seven) end the groups were small (two 1n 
a group). In addition to this, both subjects made their judgments aloud 
(the prooedure used in his previous study (90), and also in tha.t of Levine, 
et a1 (63»). This may have introduced other variables such as self-con-
aoiousness, and sensitivity on the subjeot's part. Unpublished experiments 
by Asoh and Wright (12), also using this type of design, obtained similar 
results. 
Despite the oriticiwna, the design of Sherif's second experiment (91) 
offers a much more rigid test 0 f the hypothesis under investigation than his 
.first experiment or that of Levine, et al, and will be adapted to the present 
study. 
CHAPTER IV 
METHODOLOGY 
Before diacussing the methodology in detail a brief re'riew of the 
experimental design will be presented. 
A. Experimental Deaie 
Two experimental conditions were used with the thirty-two normal 
and thirty-two schizophrenic subjects in this study. Experimental Con-
dition I consisted of three treatmenta for each of sixteen subjects in 
each sample. Experimental Condition II consisted of two treatments for 
each of the remaining sixteen subjects in each sample. 
1. Experimental Cond! tion I 
Subjeots were taken singly into a dark room and given five practice 
and torty actual trials at e8timating the (apparent) diatance moved ot tne 
autokinetio sttmulus 11~t. The method of 8ingle sttmuli ( or method ot 
absolute judgment) was used throughout the experiment. The means were 
calculated for each subject's forty trials and the subjeots divided into 
two sections of eight each, repre881ting the "high" e8t~ri:.nJdr~~.. w" 
. /~- ~~ 
/ '"... ~ estimator.. i I --:11 1.\ \ 
U', VC'~'\'::'I-'Y \, 
~h3R .- '< 
• A glance ahead at tables III, VI, IX, and XII will ~. he 
distribution of estimates of both theae "high" and Itlow" groups are di.similar, 
showing mean 'Value. of 18.18 inches and 1.96 inches for the patient., an4 
17.37 inches and 3.06 inches for the no~al SUbjects. Two t te.t. were per-
formed on the.e data- t: 2.384 (p:<.04) for patient., and t'; 2.862 (pa<.02) 
for no male. 
Subjeots in the former seotion ("high" group) were taken back: aga,in 
into the dat'kroom ( this time in groups of' four). Vlith than were three o1her 
subjects, hereai'ter ceJ.led assistants, who had been instructed to oall oft 
judgments of movements between two end six inohes. Subjeots in the latter 
seotion ("low" group) were taken similarly four at a time baok into the dark-
room, but with these atbjeots the three assistants made judgments between 
eight and. twelve inches. After these groups were tested, each subject was 
again tested singly as before, and was given the Loyola Language study. This 
aocounts for the three treatments under Experimental Condition I. 
2. Experimental Condition II 
Eight subjeots were first taken in groups of four, with the three 
assistants oa.lling off judgments from two to six inohes. After thief each 
subject was tested singly. The remaining eight subjects were simila.rly firlt 
taken 1n groups of four, but the presoribed range of the three ass1stants was 
from e1ght to twelve inches. These subject., who started immediately in the 
group situation with no previous testing individually, were again tested 
singly aner the group testing and then given the Loyola Language stuq. This 
acoounts tor the t1IO trea.tments under Experimental Condition II. 
With the foregoing framework of the experimental design in mind, a 
discussion follows conoerning the sample populations chosen, the seleotion 
process used, and the exaot prooedure followed in the experimental situations. 
B. The Hospital Population 
1. Data Concerning the Subjeots 
The seleotion of thirty-two schizophrenio patients was made from the 
files of the Chioago State Hospital, Chicago, Illinois. As far as possible, 
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patients were Chosen Who showed a relatively recent onset of inoapaoitating 
symptomatoIogy, and also who had not be:~n subject to extensive physical shook 
, 
therapy. Although some authorities (51) believe that electrio and/or insulin 
shook treatments would have to be taken repeatedly over a considerable period 
of time to effeot substantial organio ohmges in the brain, it was thought 
to be still more expedient to select those patients who showed, in addition 
to relatively reoent onset of illness, a history of as f~v physioal shook 
treatments as pOSSible, in order to minimize possible organic oomplications 
in autokinetio vision. Table I shows the classifioation of patients accord-
ing to diagnostio categories_ 
Patients wit' hospital histories of long-standing. and those with 
"brain syndrome", were not inel uded in the sample. Betore acoepting patients 
in the experiment, brief conferences were held with 'Nard psychiatrists, pay-
Chologiats, nurses, and attmdants, to learn of' any factors which would negate 
the use of such patients in the desi gn. Since some patients were receiving 
periodio eleotrio end/or insulin shock treatments, the feasibility of usi~ 
such patients had to b~ determined. Atter conferring with hospital perB:>nnel 
and interviewing patients, about thirty-five were ruled out as inaccessible 
for reasons such as, language diffioulitiea, visual or auditory handioaps, 
behavioral idiosynoraoies, eto. 
Appendix A, p_ 139, shows data. on t he patients concerning the follow-
ing w.riableu amount of time spent at Chio8.[':o State Hospital during pre.ant 
hospitalization; year and duration of previous hospitalizationsJ and the 
number and type of previou8 physioal shook treatments received. 
Tl'e amount of time spent at the hospital during this present period 
of hospitalization ranged from one week to nina months, with a median of eight 
TABLE I 
FREqUENCY DISTHIBUTIONS OF PATIENTS WI THIN VARIOUS DIAGNOSTIC 
CATEGORIES 
DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORY 
Schizophrenic Reaction, * 
ACllte unditteranti ated type 
Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Chronic undifferentiated type 
Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Simple type 
Sdlizophrenic Reaotion, 
with alooholism 
Schizophrenio Reaction, 
Involutional 
Schiaophrenic Reaction. 
Unclassified 
Schizophrenia, 
Paranoid type 
Schi tophrenia, 
Catatonio type 
Schizophrenia. 
Mixed type 
Sohi zophrenia, 
Undetermined type 
Total 
}'FlrlALES 
9 2 
4 4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 2 
S 
1 
1 
- -
16 16 
36 
* The diagnoses used at the Chioago State Hosp1 tal are based on tho.e 
used by the American Psychiatric Assooiation which may be found in a 
booklet titled: Metal Disorders. Diaestio and Statistioal Manual ... 
edited by the Committee on Nomenclature end Status of the APA, Wasli. 
D.C., 1952, ( 100 PP.). 
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weeks. lhe length of previous time spent at other hospitals ranged from 
one weck t6 eight months, wi th a medi an 0 f tour weeks. The longevity of 
diagnosed disorders of the group ranged from oue week to six years. The 
longest period of time elapsing between the present hospitalization and any 
previous period of hospitalization was six years. tor patients Kir (f) and 
Viri. These previous periods were for two weekS, and four montha, respecti.,.· ' 
ly_ Of the remaining thirty patients, twenty-two, (14%), showed this, (1954). 
to be the year of their first admission to a mental hospital. Nine persons, 
(28%), reoeived some for.m of physioal shock therapy prior to their present 
adm18sion. The total number of electroshock treatments reoei ved ranged 
from fi.,. to fifty-one, with a median of six. Three patients 80180 reoeived 
some insulin shook treatment. (Syk (f), EO, Kay (f), 4, and sto, 40), and 
one received lOme oarbon dioxide therapy, (Gol (f), 5 or 6). This mean. 
that 12% of the patiant group had not received any form of shock therapy 
prior to entering Chicago State Hospital. According to hospital records, 
no patient in the 8emple had ever received any types of shock therapy other 
than those listed in Appendix A. 
Table II show8 the ages of the patients used in the experiment. 
Previous research (29,88,l04.1Q5) indicates that age and SOX appear to be 
among the most important varia.ble. affecting the extent of movement perceived 
in the a.utokinetic 81. tuation. The ages of the sixteen male patients ranged 
trom eighteen year8, one month to thirty-three years, three months, with a 
mean of twmty-aix years, four montha, a S.D. ot 4.76, and a S.E-U of 1.23. 
The ages at the sixteen temales ranged from eighteen years, one month, to 
forty-three years, eight montha. with a mean of twenty-nine year., four month~ 
a S.D. ot 5.92, and a S.E.M ot 1.53. All age. were calculated up to the 
&8 
. 
'fABLE II 
AGE COMPARISONS OF PATlEftS AND NORMAL SUBJECTS 
(00 UP II M'EAN S.D. S.E.}l t 
MALE NORMAL S 16 26.8· 5.62 1.46 
.290 (n.e.) 
YALE PAT IENTS 16 26.3 4.76 1.23 
FEMALE NORMALS 16 29.1 7.61 1.96 
.115 (n.e.) 
FEMALE PATIENTS 16 29.3 6.92 1.53 
• Yare. 
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first week of the month in which testing began. Testing at the hospital 
lasted ten weekends. 
Appendix a, p. 141 gives data ooncerning the sex, birthdate, a~e, 
hospital admission date, and diagno.is, (determined after the hospital psy-
chiatric staff meeting), of each patient. Appendix B also gives the ages 
of tlB assistants used in the experiment. 
2. Prooedure 
Arter the population selection had been made, each patient was again 
interviewed. The interviews, which were Q)nduoted in one of the offioes of 
the psychology department on the receiving ward, had two goals in minds 
1. To establish better rapport and to prepare the patient for the darkroom 
testing situation into which he would Boon be taken, either alone or in a 
group. 
2. To task orientate the patient sufficiently so that he unmistakably under-
stood the directions that he was soon to follow in the darkroom. With the 
exception of two or three patients, all readily understood the simple task 
whiCh the.y we~~ to perform. 
a. E:xp erimental Condition I, Treatment I 
In this treatment, in whioh the patient was to begin individually, 
the following directions were slowly and carefully givenl 
This is an attempt to study vision and some things assooiated 
wi th it. I will take you into an ordinary room and seat you 
in a ohair, then I will e1t at the opposite side of the room. 
The room will be dark. After I say 'ready', a small light will 
appear before you. It will remain on for a few moments. As 
soon as it goes off, tell me the total distanoe that it moved 
and jot this down on this pad. (The suggestion of movement haa 
been employed by most other researchers, 44, 46, 48, 49, 60, 
63, 83, a8, 90, 91, 98, 104, 106). (8 is given a small, forty-
five page pad and a pencil, and shown how to turn from one 
pa~e to another in reoording his judgments). After awhile 
I will again say 'ready' and the light will reappear as be-
fore. Continue the same procedure as before until you reach 
the end of the pad. Make your estimates as accurate as poss-
ible and give them in ter.ms of inches. Please remain silent 
throughout the whole time. Are there any questions? 
Questions were answered by rephrasing and clarifying the above in-
structions. Arter this the subject was led from the ward ottice, across 
the hall a. ffIW paces and into the darkroom, where he was seated. The 
patients, who were free. various parts of the hospital .. were unfamiliar with 
the make-up of this room .. which was an office of t:t.t psychology department 
made light-tight. 
The examiner took his ohair at the opposite side of the room LUld. 
ai'ter being certain that the patient was comfortable, the stimulus presen-
tationa were begun. The stimulus was exposed for periods of ten seconds 
with a ten second interval. between presentations. After f'1 ve preliminary 
trials, forty actual. trials were run. 
b. E:xperimental Condition I. Treatment II 
After the subjecta had been tested individually, they were divided 
into two sections of eight each .. fonning a "high" and a "low" judgment group. 
The eight patients in each section were thc r .... tested in groups of four 
within twenty-tour hours after their fir at session. Patients receiving 
shock treatments between testing sessions, were eliminated from the sample. 
In addition to the four patients in the group, there were also three patients 
Who assisted the experimenter. These persons were recommended by variou. 
ward personnel as being alert and friendly. They.,ere i:'ound to very ooop" 
erati VEl at all times am succeeded in discharging thsir duties in a very 
satisfactory manner. The rationale for using three assistants in eaoh group, 
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is based upon findings by Asoh (10) tha.t a minimal majority of three we.s re-
. 
quired for the convergenoe effect and that, larger numbers of al!l8ietants did 
not increase the effect. 
The assistants joined the group trying to maintain the impression 
that they too had previously been tested individually. In for.ming the groups, 
an equal number of male and famale patients were used. Since the number of 
assistants in any group always numbered three, two male and one female, and 
then one male and two famale assistants were used alternately in the groups. 
Appendix C, p.144, gives the t;rouping arrangements for all hospital subjects 
under Experimental Condition I, Treatmex:t II. A,. far as possible the var-
iable, 'Which we shall oall "familiarity among subjeots", was controlled by 
a randomized seleotion of patients through the hospital record room files. 
Since the patients csme from various wards of the hospital. (whioh has a pop" 
u1ation of over 5,000), the asamnption made was that we were dealing with a 
random grouping of individuals. The assistants ohosen, lacked any previous 
aoquaintanoe, not only with eaoh naive subject. but also with eao.."l other. 
In order to control the amount of group interaotion whioh might oocur if pa-
tients waited too long in the waiting area outside the office until the groupe 
formed, they were ell oalled for, from their warda, at the seme time so that 
the testing could begin as soon atter their arrival as possible. 
Betore the group testing began, a brief interview was held with eaoh 
patient to explain about this second testing situation. F'ollow1ng this. all 
patients in a Group, were given the following instruotionSI 
This part of the prooedure 1s the same as before. Now sinoe 
there will be several of you in the room at once, if all of 
you oall out your estimates at one time, it may be somewhat 
diffioult for me to maintain a steady rhythm of presentation 
of the little light. So a few of you ma;,' oall off your 
estimates aloud, ( the experimenter at thi$ point 'randomly' 
seleots three patients), and tha rest of you simply remain 
silent while writing down your estimates on these pads. 
(All patients, assistants included, are given a small, 
forty .. fi VEt pa.ge pa.d and pencil). After I give the signal 
'ready'. the lirht Tlill go on. Plee.se remain silent throur,h-
out the whole time. Are there any questions? 
The patients were ~han led one at a time to their seats in the 
darkroom, "-lith the aS3istanta placed randomly among them. Eaoh chair in 
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the darkroom was approximately twelve reet from the stimulus light. Atter 
being oertain that all pe.tients were comfortable, the experimenter began 
the stimulus presentations. The assistants had previously been instructed 
to distribute their estimates evenly within the prescribed range. One of 
each of the three a8sistants called off his estimate aloud for eaoh tl':i.a.l 
4 
until forty trials ha.d.been aocomplished. In this manner eight previously 
tested patients were now tested in groups in which the presoribed range of 
movement was from two to six inohes, and eight were tested in groups in 
which the prescribed range or mo"f'ement was from eight to twelve inohes. 
o. El!per1mental Condition I, Treatment III 
After the group testing, nnd w.1. thin two days, eaoh patient was again 
tested individually, as under Experimental Condition I, Treatment I. Atter 
this, he "JaS indi "'I1duall Y g1 ven the standard instruotions (which appear on 
p.48), end administered the LoyPla Lane&! Study. The patient was thm 
allowed to read the directions to himself, which appear on the first pa.ge 
or the test. He was then asked to re-state in his own warda exactly wha.t 
his ta.sk was concerning the test. 
4. The asaietents made thei r judgments in the S8.'l'!te order each time. 
d. E:xperimental Condition II, Treatment 1 
Appendix D, p.145, shows the grouping arrangements for patimts 
under this treatment. Arter a brief interview was had with each patient 
'r.O oxplain, in a general manner, about the group testing situation, the 
i'ollowing instruotions were given to the group as a *ole. 
This is an attempt to 8tudy vision and some thlngs asso-
ciated wit h it. I will take you all into an ordinary room 
and seat you in ohairs. Then I will sit at the opposite 
side of the room. The room will be dark. After I say 
'readyt, a small light will appear before you. It w111 
ren:ain on for a fn moments. As soon a8 it goes off, tell 
me the total distanoe that it moved. Now since there will 
be sevei'8i of you in the room at a time, if all of you ca.ll 
out your estimates aloud at onoe, it ma.y be somewhat diff-
ieul t for me to maintain a steady rhythm of presentation 
of the little li~t. So a few of you may oall off your 
estimate. aloud, (experimenter 'randomly' selects three 
patients), and the rest of you simply remain .ilent while 
writing down your estimates on these pads. (Eaoh patient, 
assistants inoluded, ia given a small, forty-five page 
pad and a penoil, and shown how to turn from. one page to 
to another in recording his judgments). Pleue remain 
silent throughout the whole time. Are there any questione? 
The prooedure from this point on continued exactly a8 it had with 
the group. above, v4 th the exception that t:i ve preliminary trials were 
run before the actual forty experimental trials. In this manner, eight 
patients started in groups in whioh the presoribed range of movement was 
from. two to six inches, and eight started in groups in whioh the prescribed 
ral ge 'Was from eight to twel va inohes. 
e. Experimental Condition II, Treatment II 
Within twenty-four hours after the group testing, every patient 
was tested individually atter being given the same instructions as before. 
wi th the exoeption that he was told in this session he would be alone and 
he was to oall otf his estimates aloud. These patients could have pro-
oeeded tru:ow:,h 'freatment II as they had done in Treatment I. by silently 
writing their estimates on their pad. but it was felt that the first teat-
ing situation would be o.tter s1m.ulated it they apoke aloud and alao that 
rapport would be better preserved it some oommunication ocourred between 
the patient and the examiner in the darkroom. 
All preoautions were taken under Experimental Condition II as were 
taken betore. o:>ncerning such thing. .... familiarity among patients, equal 
numbers of male. and females in the groups, interaction before testing, in-
tervening ahook treatmcts, etc. All patients were requested not to di .... 
cuss tMir estima.tes with ot!u,rs. 
It. desoription .r the apparatus and the dal'kroom tollow •• 
3. Apparatus and Teats Used 
Figure 1 gives the apatial arrangement of the apparatus, aubjeot. 
and experim4lllter in the darkroom testing situation. The dimensions of 
the room. at the hospital "ere 14Xl2XlO teet. It. large window in the room 
was oo.,."d 1111 til black earclboard seotions and sealed with black tape around 
its edges. The room ",... te.ted repeatMly throughout the experiment tor 
any pos.ible .tray eouroes of 11~t. It was found that seae li{!,bt was 
emitted trom luminous .... toh dial. which eo_ patients wore. The.e they 
were aeked to remo .... betore teating ensued. 
... The Autokin4ttl0 Apparatus 
The apparatus included .. :fbur to .ix "IOlt l.p which wa.. enoloseel 
in a metal box, and .iob shown through a pinpoint hole made a.t one end. 
of the box. This lamp ... powered by ourrent from a six watt Bell trane-
fo"'r which "on ved standard 120 volt. current. It was plaoed on blaok 
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paper twelve feet directly ahead of the seated subject. at eye level. 
Between the transformer end the stimulus lwnp the experimenter operated 
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a tele{i;raphio key-type power switch which controlled the lamp. An inter-
val timer. which emitted a tiny click every five seconds, was used to time 
the stimulu8 presentations. It was muffled and plaoed next to the ex-
perimenter, outside of the subject'. hearing distanoe. The experimenter 
was seated to t.."le right and ten feet ahead of the subject. 
b. The Lo>:;ola Lan eage Study 
The 1o>:;ola Language Studz is a controlled word assooiation test 
on whiCh nothing by way ot validation or reliability has appeared in print, 
as yet. Since it i8 still in the proces. of development, the information 
Whioh follows, 1s offered in order to clarify questions regarding its 
stendardization and construction. 
the authors. da.ted June 20, 1964. 
It is taken from a progre8s report by 
1. History of Re8earch on the Loyola Language Stud>:; 
In 1953, Mr. Olot Johnson, researoh psychologist at the Boston 
state Hospital, Boeton, Massaohusetts, working on the assumption that 'tne 
gravity of dis.ase in psychotic patients is related to the patient's abil-
ity to recognize the deviation ot his own thoughts from the thoughts of 
the majority of people, constructed a modified word-assooiation test. He 
oompllled a list of stimulus ..,rds taken from the Kent-hosanoff list, then 
instruoted SUbject. (psychotic.) to respond with the one YO rd that they 
thought most people ..,uld be moat likely to say when they saw or heard each 
stimulu8 \lOrd. At the end of a period of' nine months, Johnson gave up the 
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researoh and the Reverend Louis B. Snider, S.J., continued the work at 
. 
Loyola. University of Chicago. The test was thSl copyrighted under its 
present ti tle. 
2. Construotion of the Test 
Eighty stimulus words selected from the Kent-Rosanoff list "ere 
mimeographed with instruotions and presented to the Boston state Hospital 
personnel and their triends and relatives. Also, the test was given to 
other subjects through schools, church groups, oivic organizations, etc. 
In this manner, tour torms of the test (A,B,C, am D) were distributed 
randomly to about 1300 subjects. These forms all contained the same 
eighty word., exoept that the order of presentation was different tor each 
form. Regarding the manner in which the word presentations 'Were changed 
tor each torm, the report reads. 
The 'Worda were g:rouped in segments of 20. Each group 
of 20 words ocoupied a difterent p08ition in each form, 
so that the firat 20 lIlOrda in form A, tor instance, 
'WOuld be il'1 the second quarter of form a, in the third 
quarter of form C, and in the laat quarter of form D. 
Each time the words shitted trom one quarter to another, 
the 'Words 'Within the quarter would be re-randomized. 
This procedure waa introduced to obviate the variables 
due to learning, fatigue, growing disinterest or inter-
est, as well aa the ertect of suggeatibili~ Which 
might be carried trom one word to another. In the final 
analySis it was learned that all toma enjoyed oonsis-
tently high correlations 111 th all the other fonns. 
The form C, however, correlated best with all the others, 
eo this torm was chosen as the only form in the present 
Loyola Language study. 
Appendix G, p.148, gives the listing of stimulus words appearing in form 
C 01'"' the test. 
From the group of 1300 pers> ns tested, the normative sample was 
ohosen, (stratified and randomized acoording to age, sex and education in 
the Metropolitan Boston area). The normative group inoluded 400 men and 
400 women: 
3. Method of Administration 
The Loyola Language study is 8. selt-administered test. The sub-
ject responds to each of tm eighty stimulus words by writing the one word 
-
which he thinks most people are most likely to think of when they se. or 
hear that word. The exact instructions, printed on the front of the test, 
are as follows. 
Instructions 
When people see or hear a wo rd, they often think of 
another word. It you say the word stem, most people 
1IIOuld think of flower. Some, but not the greatest 
number. might think of pipe, grass, stop, and 10 forth. 
This study want. to find out what word you think 
th:Jreatest number of peOtle would be moat likely 1D 
th or whm tfiey see or ear eaoh of the words on the 
neXt twO pages. 
Please wr! te next to eaoh of the 'WOrds the one 
word 'Whioh you think: the ,reatest number of people would 
be most likely to think 0 YJi en they .ee or hear the word 
in the list. Take as muoh time as you need to think about 
the word which seems to you to "go along" with each printed 
word. Then choose the OM W) rd whioh you think the greatest 
IlU1Iiber of P80!le would '6e moat likely to think of when they 
aee or hear t e given word. 'Write the one word which you 
choo.e beside thl':: printed word. Do not skip any _rd. 
Remember, you are not .. sked to write down just any 
word that come. to your mind. You should write do'Wll the 
one word whioh you think the greatest number of people 
W)uld b. most likely to think at. 
4. Rationale 
Although the full rational. of the Loyola Language Study hu not, 
as yet, been determined, it is believed to be related to Harry stack: Sull-
i'V1Ul t 8 ft oonceptual 'VIlLl.1dation:' '!l' he test measures oommunal i ty of thought 
as measured by a. person'" abUi ty to gI. ve assooiations shared by the major-
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ity of the population. 5 More importantly, however, it is said to measure 
. 
the individual's awareness of that oommunal element and his own oonform-
ity or deviation from "noma.l thought". According to the authors, larger 
and deeper segments of the personal i ty are involved in this test than in 
the traditional tree association response to stimulus words. They state 
that in responding to word stimuli in the 1"'ashion demanded by the Loyola 
Language Stud:, itle subjectts past experienoes, reasoned evaluations, de-
liberation, ohoice, end other factors of ego control, are O8.11ed upon and 
brought to bear on his responses. 
5. Validation and Reliability 
Conoerning validity and reliability, we are able to report the 
followingt A. comparison between the norma.tlve group and female patients 
with mental disorders has been made. When the total scores of 100 chronic 
women patients. the majority of the schizophrenics, were compared with the 
normals, the means were significantly different beyond the .01 level of 
confidenoe. Another sample of 100 male eohi&ophrenics is currently being 
tested. 
All teats to abnormals should be administered individually, in 
order to insure the :fullest possible understanding and cooperation. The 
reliability of all forme of the test has been computed. Using a sample 
of 389 women and 400 men combined, a split-half correlation, corrected 
aocording to the Spearman-Brown formula., yields the value of .86 for form A, 
.92 for form B, .90 for form C, a.nd .84 for form D. 
_n 
5. The scoring system used is suoh that the lower the soore a 
subject recei vee, the grea.ter the amount of this ability. 
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C. The No~ Population 
1. Data Conoerning the Subjects 
The selection of thirty-two normal subjects was made from the 
files of the Registrar's office at Loyola University of Chicago. The 
bases for the selection were age and sex. As far as possible an effort 
was made to seleot students from the _rioue schools of the university in 
proportion to the actual populations in those sohools. Appendix H. p. 149, 
gives the birth date, age, clas8, and school attended of each student chosen. 
The educational levels (olasses) ranged from freshman to graduate student. 
All thirty-tv.:> subjeota were attending one of four schools, University 
College (10), eammeroe (9), Graduate School (6), or the School of Nursing 
(2). Fi~ students were not matriculated. 
Students who were suspeoted of having any amount of knowledge con-
cerning autokinesia or other aspeots of the experimen.'t, were omitted from 
the aample. Each nud8llt was contacted by telephone personally, and an 
appointment for an interview was arranged at the Student Personnel Office. 
During the 1nt; ervi_ it •• explained that a study "''&s being conducted and 
that a number of persons from the ev.ning session were being requested to 
assist in the project. It was fUrther explained that names were being 
drawn at random from the files and that there was no particular balis for 
the aelection being used, i.e., scholarship, olass, ourriculum, eto. Of 
ell the subjects interviewed, all agreed to partake in the study, save two 
whose sohedules would not allow it. Delimiting factors, such as visual, 
auditory, and language or speech handicaps, were controlled as in the hos-
pital f:~rouP. by excluding peraons with BUah, from the semple. This first 
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contact ~.th the subj.ct served as a screening prooedure after whioh a sub-
sequent appointment for thl) actual testing ~Js.s made. 
Table II, p. 38, gives the ar,es of all the normal subjects. Ages 
of the males rang.d from eighte.n years, six months to forty·one years, three 
months, with a mean of twenty-aix years, ten montha, a S.D. of' 5.62, and a 
S.E_U of 1.46. The ages of the females ranged from .iGhteen years, zero 
months, to torty-tour yearl, six months, w.1. th a mean of twenty-nine years. 
one month, a S.D. at 1.61, and a S.E.M at 1.96. As with the patients, agol 
were oaloulated up to the first week of the month in whioh testing began. 
Testing at the uni versi 'tv lasted approximately three and one half weeks, four 
evenings per we.k. 
2. Procedure 
Atter eaoh subject had been selected. an additional interview was 
held vt th him a tew da.ys later just pr.ceeding the testing. The goals sought 
in this interview were identical with thoae mentioned a.bove with the pati.nts. 
Subs.quent to this interview, the aotual. testing began. Th. prooedure was 
exactly similar to that tollowed at the hospital, with the exoeption that an 
inner room at the Student P.rsonnel Office at Loyola University (Lewi. Tow.rs) 
6 
was the site of the testing. Sinoe this offic. was olosed after five P.M • 
• ach night, the assumption was made that the subjects (evening students) were 
unfamll iar wi th its exact dimensi ena. 
Subjects ..... re re-t.st.d in groups of four 'Wi thin twenty-four hours 
6. Through the cooperation of Dr. Thomas M. Kennedy, Director ot 
the office, the room was adequately pr.par.d for the testing sessions. 
at~er the initial testing. The assistants were also students at the 
univer8itt and were recruited in the 8am.o manner as the other subjects. 
They 'Were unaoquainted with each other end &lao with other members of the 
groupe into whioh they were placed. Precautions talam regarding pre'Vioua 
acquaintance among subjects, interaction before te8ting, ete •• were aorta 
trolled in the 8_e manner a8 at the hospital. 
Appendix E. p. 146, g1 ..... the grouping arranr,em.ent tor all normal 
8ubjects under r::xperimeutal Condition I, 'l'rea:tllent II. Appendix lil, P-147. 
give. the grouping arrengGlmenta 1'01' al.l subjects under Experimental Condition 
II, T ..... tment I. 
5. AppaJ"tll.tus and 'reata 'Geed 
The appe.ra.tu& and te.ta u •• d witll the normal •• ere exactly tho •• 
U8Eld vJ. toll the patient.. Figure 1, p. 40, g1 ves the epa.tlal arrangement 
of the apparatus, &U.bjeot and exper1menter in the darkroom testing situa-
tion. The ditilCtl'''la1ona of th~ room in mieh testing occurred at Loyola. 
were approximately lSllOX10 feG't. U'W windows in the l"Oom. .. ere oovered 
in the se.me manner as bei'ore. The .t1mul.ua li,ght _. plaoed at the aeme 
diattmoe and at the &eme height in :relation to the SUbject •• as before. 
'I'll. experimenter'a position in the room, in relation to the subject ..... 
al.eo unoha.nged. 
CHAPTER V 
Table II, page 38, shows that DO .1gnifioant age Qifferences exist be-
tween the male schizophrenics and male normal., (1 equals .290, n.a.), and a180 
that there are no significant age Qlfferences between the female schizophrenics 
and felmle nonals. (! equals .115, n.s.). 
A. !he Autokinetic Data 
Under Experimental Condition It atxteen subjects in eaoh lample of 
thirty-two. were tested three times and under Experimental Condition. II. 8ix-
teen were teated twice, obtaining eighty distributions of forty judgmente each 
from eaoh sample (a total ot 160 distributions for all subject. in \he e%peri-
ment). Atter inapecting each distribution for normality. it was decided that 
the stati.tic which would beat represent each distribution, would be the arith-
metic mean. Table. III through XXVI. (which shall be discussed later), show 
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these means for the various treatments for all aubJeotl. The amallelt mean 
judgment made among the patients, was made by McF (f), .04 inches in Experi-
mental Condition I, Treatments II &ad III, (aee Table IX). The amallest mean 
judgment made among the normals, wal 'b7 B17 (f). 1.15 inohes Experimental Con-
7. Since there are some thir)y-four tables and five figures to be dia. 
euseed in this report, the reader i, asked to conault the l1at. ot tables and 
figures given on pages iv and Viii, throughout this Treatment of Results chap-
ter. Later, theee tables and figurea will be treated more fully in the Dis-
cussion chapter, where they more properly belong. 
dition It Treatment It (see Table XII). Upon inspection of the distribution 
. 
of judgments of these subjects, it was found that the number of zero Judgments 
val relativelY few. These subjects estimated in fraction. of an inch on most 
trials. The largest mean judgment made among patients was b7 Rol, 70.05 
inches in Experimental Oondition 1, Treatment I. (see Table III), and the 
largest mean judgment made b1 the normals was by Bra (f), 40.05 inches in Ex-
perimental Oondition It Treatment I, (see Table VI). 
The means computed for each distribution under Experimental Oondition 
were placed in an anal,si. of variance design, with the purpose of testing sig 
nitlcance ot difference. between the varioul treatments. The data in Tables 
XVIII, XX, XXIV, and XXVI, although having only one degree of freedom, were 
treated in the aame waTt 80 that not only could Information be obtained re-
garding the variance between columns, but alao that between rowa, and amODg 
~bject. (lnteractton). Because of the wide diapersion of score a within the 
columns in some of the data in the tables, it was suspected that heterogeneity 
of variance existed and that the F obtained from a varlaace anal,sis with 
original scorea would be distorted. Bartlett t • test of homogeneit1 of vari-
ance, as given in Lindquist (68, p. 87), waa used at this point. The teat i. 
baaed upon the difference between the logarltha of the mean squares within 
group. and the ~ of the logarlthaa of all the .corea. The teat formula, as 
given in Lindquist (68. p. 87), 1. a. follows: 
= 2.3026 
o 
& 
J~ (n - 1) j 
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The obtained Talue, after the teat is performed, is distributed approxi~ 
mat ely ae Chi Square with c - 1 (number of columns aians one) degrees of free-
dome 
Bartlett's test was performed on the date 1n Table IX, which showed 
the greatest differences between cells 1n any column, reaeoning that if hetero-
geneous Tariance did not eXiet in thie table, it would not exist in the others 
and it would not be necessary to perform subsequent teste. The Chi Square 
Talue of 11.053 (p = (.01 leTel), with two degrees of freedom, was obtained 
for this data showing heterogeneouB Tariance. Bartlettts test was then per-
formed on the data ia all the remainiag tables. 
The Chi Square Ta1uee obtained for the data in Tables III and VI. were 
22.646 and 19.141, reapectiTelT, Doth significant beyond the .01 leTe1, (with 
two degree. of freedom), that for the data in Table XII, wae not significant, 
Chi Square: 4.906, (two degrees of freedom), Bartlettts teets performed on 
the data recelTed under Experimental Condition II,(Tablea XVIII, XX. XXIV and 
XXVI), resulted in Ohi Square value. which were not aignificant. The.e Talue. 
were, .831 (Table XVIII), and 1.008 (Table XXIV), for the patient. and .356 
(Table XX), and .143 (Table XXVI), for the normal., (all four Talue. computed 
with one degree of freedom). So that three out of eight aets of data were in 
need of spectal manipulatlone. 
Rather than uee a non-parametric analysis of Tariance design, it was 
decided to uee transformed Icores. Tables IV, VII. and X show the square roo 
transformations of the original mean scorea of subjects found in Tables III, 
VI and IX. The analysis of Tariance vas then carried out. Since scores 
were obtained for the IBme individual in several treatment situations, a 
-
"treatment by subJects II analysis of va.ria.nce design, was used, (see Lindquht, 
68. pp. 156"- 166), to acoount for correlational effects between the treat-
mente. 
Table IV gives the square root transformations of original scores of 
patients under Experimental Condition I. the prescribed range for Treatment II 
being fro. two to six inches. As Table V shows, the greatest single source 
of variance 1s found between the columns, (3.49). The variance between rows 
equals 1.81. and the reddual variance equals 1.36. fbe column means are 
3.88, a'.70, and 2 • .,.,. 'l.'he J' raUo of t~i! equall
a 
2.568, and ind.icates no 
significant differences between these column meana. 
fable X gives the transtormations ot original 8cores of patienta under 
Experimental Condition I, the prescribed range for Treatment II being from 
eight to twelve inches. Table Xl shows that the greatest source ot Variance 
is found between the rows, 2.01. The variance ietween columns equals 1.16. 
and. the 
1.11. 
residual. Variance equals .33. !be column meana are 1.22, 1.83, and 
1.1640 The , ratio .323 t equals 3.495 and. shows no significant dlffer-
ences between these column means. 
'l'urning now to the data receiTed trom the normal auiJecta, Table VII 
gives the transformations of original scores of normal suiJects under Experi-
mental Condition It with the prescribed range in Treatment II being from two 
to s1x inches. Aa shown in Table VIII,the greateat source ot variance is 
found between columns, 3.73. The residual variance equals .59, and. that 
8. In the analysis of the experimental data, a probability of .02 or 
smaller shall be considered a8 our leTel of confidence. 
5'1 
between rows equals 1.70. The colum.n means are 3.90, 2.60, and 2.87. The 
F ratio 3::~; equal. 6.261 (p =(.02 level), and indicates significant dif-
ferences exist somewhere between the colum.n means. The ! tests performed 
between these column meane, were done following Lindquist's formula, 
t = Ml - Ma (68, p. 165), in which the residual variance (MSas) ie ueed 
2(M S a e) 
S 
as tbe error term, and S equals the num)er of casee in the column. These t 
-
value. are 3.357 (p = < .001 level), ietween Treatment means I and II, 
2.653 (p = < .02 leTel), between Treatment Ileana 1 and III. and .703 (n.e.) 
between Treatment mean. II and III. 
Bartlett's test performed on the data in Table XII did not show sig-
nificant heterogeneity of variance within the columns, tbereby permitting the 
application of an analysis of variance directly on the original Beores ob-
tained under Experimental Condition I. in wbich the prescribed range in Treat-
ment II was from eight to twelve inches. Table Xllt show. the source of 
~reate8t Tariance to De between \he columne, 29.48. The residual variance 
equals 1.88, and that htveen rows equals 3.63. Column means equal 3.06, 
5.98, and 6.68 inches. The F ratio, 2~:::: t equal. 15.609 (p = ( .001 
level), and indicate. significant ditferencea exist among tbeBe column means. 
The t Talu •• obtained for tbis data shows tbat tbe means between Treatments 
-
I and II, and I and III are significantly different. The.1' B equal 4.246 
(p:: (.01 level), and 5.269 (p =< .01 level), respectively. The means of 
Treatmentl II and III, ahow no stati.tioally aignifleant difference, t equals 
-
1.023 (n ••• ). 
Tables XVIII. XX. XXIV, and XXVI show the data received under Exper-
imental Condition 11. Tables XVIII gives the mean judgments obtained from 
the patients under Experimental Condition II, the prescribed range in Treat-
ment II being from two to si% inches. The Treatment means are 5.49, and 
5.64 inches. An , of .021 (ns) indicates no significant difference between 
these treatment means, (Table XIX). 
Table XXIV shows the mean Judgments for patients obtained under F.%-
perimental Condition II, nth a prescribed range of from eight to twelve 
inches in Treatment 11. The Treatment means are 9.22, and 7.06 incheB. 
The obtained' of 4.521 (na) indicates no aicn1flcant difference e%ists 
between these means. (Table XXV). 
fuming to the data received from the normal subJeots, Table XX 
givel the mean Judgment. under Experimental Condition II, wherein the pre-
scribed range for Treatment II was from two to si% inches. An' of 
5.554 (a.s.) aa shown ia Table XXI. indicates that ao significant differences 
exilt between the Treatment means which are 4.14, and 5.14 laches. 
Table XXVI showl the mean Judgmenia of the normals under the lue 
Experimental Condition tl. ~t wherein the prescribed range for Treatment II 
waa from eight to twelve inchea. The' of 1.204 (n.8.) (Table XXVII), shows 
thAt no significant difference e%ilt8 between the Treatment means of 7.12, 
and 8.25 inches. 
In order to determine the readiness by which subjects responded to 
the norms of the group in which they found themselvel, the means of each 
Indhidual were computed for evert fifth trial in the group situation. 
Tables XlV through XVII. and XXII t XXIII, XXVI II, and XXIX show theae data. 
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The means of the means for all subjects in the group. for every fifth trial, 
were then computed and graphed (see ligures 2 through 6). Tables XIV 
through XVII, and Figures 2 aad 3. give data on subjects who had three test-
inge (indiTidual, group, individual), Tables XXII, XXIII, XXVIII, ana XXIX, 
and ligures 4 and 5, give data on the subjects who had two testings, (group, 
indi vidual). 
!he data in Table XIV. at graphed in 'ieure 2, ahow that the group 
mean Judgment tor patienh in the individual situation ia 18.18 inches. In 
the succeeding group testing situation (preacribed range trom two to six 
inches) the tigure ahowa the mean Judgzenta for every tifth trial ia ir-
regular in direction and doe. not come within the prescribed range. Finally, 
in the post-individual 88saion (Treatment III). the group mean Judgment 1s 
8.09 inchea. 
'!'he data in Table XV, al graphed in the salle Figure 2, show that the 
group mean Judgment tor normal .ubJects in the individual aituation is 17.37 
inches. In the lucceeding group \eeting situation, the figure showe that 
the mean Judgments tor ever" fifth trial tend to drop in a fairly regular 
manner, the group meanl tor trlal. thirty-five. and forty. falling within 
the pretCdDed range ot fro. two to six inchet. fh$ post-individual mean 
for the normals riaes to 8.71 inches. 
The data in Table XVI, al graphed in Figure 3, showa that the group 
Bean Judgment tor patienta in the individual aituation ia 1.96 inches. The 
succeeding group mean Judgments in the group a1tuaUon, (prescribed range 
fro. eigbt to twelve inches), .how first, a sharp rise toward the prescribed 
range, and then a continuous decline to aaaller and smaller estimates. 
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Finally. the pORt-individual session mean drope to a point below that of the 
initial individual lession, 1.58 inches. 
The data in Table XVII t al graphed on the same Figure 3, show that 
the group mean Judgment tor normal subjects in tbe individual situation 1s 
3.06 inches. In the succeeding group testing situation. the figure shows 
a sharp initial rille in the group mean Judgments for the first ten trials, 
then a sharp decline, and finally, a gradual rille toward the prescribed 
range ot from eight to twelve inches. Although the final individual test-
ing Bession gives a mean of 6.68 inches, which is the closest group Judg-
ment to the prescribed range, DO'" ot the mean Judgmenh of the normals 
penetratel the eight to twelve inch area. 
!he data. in Table nIX, al graphed in Fieure 4, ahow that the 
paUentl, under llxperimental Condition II are slower in accepUng the group 
norm, than the noraala are. .After tbe tirst tive triale the patients 'begin 
to make Judgments within the prescribed range ot from two to six inches. 
Theee group mean Judgment., however, are seen to be irregular. The post-
individual group mean (Treatment II) is 5.64 inches. 
The data of the normal subjects in Table XXIII, aa shown in the same 
rteure 4, show that the noraal8 'begin blmediah1y in the group d tuation bY' 
making judgments in the prescribed range, and remaining within that range 
,(close to ita midpoint) throughout the trials. The pOlt-individual group 
mean is 5.14 inches. 
!he data in Table XXVIII, as graphed in Figure 5. show that, although 
the group mean judgments tor every fifth trial are irregular, the patients 
remain within the prescribed range ot from eight to twelve inchea. In the 
post-individual testing •• 8sion, however, the group mean drope outside thls 
range to 7.06 inches. 
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The data of the norllal subjects, as given in Table XXIX and shown in 
the lame Flgure 5, show that, although somewhat lea8 irregular than the judg-
menta of the patients, none of the normal subjects' group mean Judgment. come 
within the prescribed ranges called off by the assistants. In the post-
indlvidual tesUD« les81on, however, the group mean risel to a point with-
in the prescribed ranca of 8.25 inchee. 
:B. Loyola lta.DgU.age StyAl Data 
The scoree for all lubJecte on the LOlola Lagsuace StP4l are given 
in Table XXXI. fhe highe.t acore obtained in the normal group vae 2039 by 
Wim. The 10veat ecore obtained in the normal group val by Row, 1093. The 
higheat Bcore recelved among patiente vae 2955 by Pin(f). This patient 
aleo made the ahortelt eatimatee of movement 1n the individual situation, 
(.ee Table IX), all of her movement eatlmatee being t1., fraction.. The 
lowelt acore received on the Lolola L!!(SBI! Stu41 Amoag patiente wal 1300, 
by Oar (f). 
The mean leore for the normals 1a 1578.94, with a S. D. of 250.03 
and a S. E.M of 44.91. The mean score for patients 1. 1823.03, with a 
S.D. of 368.30 and a S.I.X of 66.16. The ! teat computed on the distri-
butions, ahowe the meana to be 81gnifieantl1 different, !. 3.051 (p =(.001 
level). 
The mean score for the female patientl i8 1884.56, with a S.D. of 
376.07, and a S.E.M of 97.18. The mean score for tbe male patie.te 18 
1761.50, with a S.D. of 340.50, and a S.E.M of 87.91. The mean Bcore for 
the female normal subjects 1a 1556.63, with a S.D. of 247.96, and a S.E.M 
of 64.07. The mean score for the male normal subjects 1s 1601.25, with a 
S.D. of 250.00, and a S.E.M of 64.54. A ! teat computed between the dil-
trlbuUona of female scores, 7i81da the value 2.822, (p =IC .01 level), and 
a! computed between the malea, equals 1.446, (n.s.). 
'or each lubJect under Experimental Condition I, a! teat was per-
formed between his fort7 estimates 1n the first individual situation and 
hi. fort7 eatimate. in the poet-individual ses8ion. Thi. provided an index 
of change for each of 32 sUbjecta trom Treatment 1 to Treatment III. Theae 
.1 values shall arbitraril7 be designated as "Indice. of Group Influence. II 
The indicee, al shown in Table XXXII, range from -4.790 (lin (t» to 59.722 
(lIow), ('both normal subjects). The DWlber of ! values among the paUents 
which showed no lignificant change. from Treatment 1 to Treatment Ill, were 
9 
eight. . The DUIlber of " valuel amonc the normal subjects which Ihowed no 
-
aign1fiC&1\t changes froll Treatment I to Treatment III, were three. Patients 
who obtained! values which showed a eignificant change in means in a di-
rection opposite to that of the prescribed range, nnabered three, (Suo, 
ius (f), and Wri). One person, among the normals, showed 8uch an oppollte 
change, (Kin (f». 
The mean Index of Group Influence for the patients was 2.642, tha.t 
for the normal subjects was 7.968. A! teet performed between these meana 
9. A t of 2.423 1s required for significance at the .02 level (with 
39 degree. or-freedom using the difterence method a. given in Lindquist, 68, 
p. 17). 
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obtained a value ot 1.215 (n.a.), (w1th 14 degree. of freedom). 
The Indices of Group Influence for the patients were ranked and 
correlated with their LOlola Language Stpdl scores. The rho correlation 
of +.048 (ns) was obtained between these variables. (see Table XXXIII). 
This was alao done with the normal subJects' data. and a rho correlation 
ot -.030 (ns) was obtained, (see Table XXXIV). 
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CHAPTIR VI 
DISCUSSION 
In experim.ntl on group contormity of judgments, 1t has been shown 
that the readineee by which subJecte tend to conform with or be influenced 
by the group, ia d.pendent upon leveral factors. Some of theae factors are; 
the ambignity and instability of the obJeot to be Judged. the quality of the 
group member'. interrelations, the amount of knowledge oonoerning the objeot 
to be Judged, and so forth. In the faoe of a stimulus .1~tlon In whioh 
the perc.iver can fall back upon previous experi.noee, conviotions, prefer-
ences, and pre.ent cognition of the situation, ea8Y changes of opinion re-
garding the object to be Judged, are not ao readily obtained as when the per-
oeiver ba. no anohorage point. to rel1 upon, (32, 36, 67, 70). Experiment • 
..... 
of this type, where the subJeot haa some anchorages or fram •• of reference, 
ooncern themeelvel with Tarioue kinde of Judgment situations-- lengths of 
lines, ar.as ot figurea, mattere of factual appraiaal and of lOgiC, of 
opinion and attitude. perlonal preference, etc. In all of these situation. 
1t will be noticed that the perc.iver has l!!! basis tor the Judgment he 
makes. It ahould be remembered that in the pretent experiment, the subjects 
had no objective b .... for their Judgment., since the phenomenon they per-
ceived waa an illution. loa-oonforaista who did not 1ield to the rather 
inaiatent norm. of the group. aee .. d to cling to their own perlonally evolved 
frames regardIng a aubJective visual illusion. The resultl of this experi-
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ment, al it shall be 8hown, indicate that psychopathology i8 aasociated with 
n~onformity and subjectively oriented judgment. in a group situation. The 
findings of Crutchfield (36) are interpreted differently. In a very recent 
lummar.r, he concludes that the non-conformist as compared with the conformist, 
ia, in general, characterologically described as psychologically healthier. 
MBe ahowl more intellectual effectiveneBs, ego strength, leadership ability, 
and maturity of aocial relation., together with a conspicuous absence of 
inferiority feelings, rigid and excessive over-control. and authoritarian 
attitudes (36, p. 194).u This, at first glance, is in oppositlon to the 
finding. of the preaent etudJ. as we shall see, aDd also those of LeTine, 
et al (63). They al.o conflict with the findings of Sherif (90,91), 
Tresselt (99,100), Lewin (&6), Bovard (20,21), and Jennes. (58), who regard 
conformity al 8tati.tlcally normal b.havior. A closer examination of 
Crutchfield t • work reveal. po.aible explanation. for this disparity. 
To begin wlth, the stimuli uaed bT Crutchfield ranged from well-
structured to poorly-atructured. Ue report. that when subject. were alked 
to judge poor17-ltructured perceptual Situation., about 19% of the group 
ahow a confondty of judp.nt with a falle norm. When situationa concern 
th •••• lve. with matters of factual apprai.al, logic, opinton, etc •• con-
sensua drops to 30 or ~. and vben the Judgment sttuatlon requires the 
subject to maD a per.ow preference (cf line drawings), not more tban one 
1n flfty expressos agreeaent with the .parlOU8 group conienaul on the non-
preferred drawing. So that the lela-structured the Bituation, the more 
the phenoaanon of yielding to the group influence 18 evidenced. This we 
have already mentioned on page 16. Crutchfield gave 2l situatione to b. 
I 
, I 
------------------------------------__ ~I 
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Judged and obtained a simple additlve numerical conformity score (which 
ranged from 0 to 21). He then compared the conformists and the non-con-
formist. on paper and pencil teste of personality (he doea not state what hil 
cutting points were). 
It will be noticed further, that a conformi.t'. score includes judg-
menta 1n both well-Itructured and poorly-structured situations, whereas tbe 
present study used only the latter type of situation. It may be seen at 
once that the "character" of a person who accepts and yields to the opinions 
of his companions in a highly ambiguous, uutable sUuaUon, should probably 
be distinguished trom the "character" of a person who yields in a situation 
which otters bold cognitive or perceptual clues to the contrary, or about 
which he baa held opposing opinions for manT years pre~ou81y. Orutchtield 
doe8 not malee this distinction. A conform1st 18 one who conforms, a non-
conform18t 1s one who does not contorm, regardle8. of the a1 tuaUon. If 20 
persona make eetimates of the age of a perlon about who absolutely nothing 
is known, save that the peraon e21sts, and the e.timates of 19 range from 
25 to 55 years, what ~ we be led. to think concerniug the "character" of 
tbe remainiDg person (the independent) who guessea the age to be 70 or 75 
years, and clings to thi.t 
Perhape the crucial point in thi. discussion, which Crutchtield does 
not touch upon, il that the charaoter of conformity should be described ia 
terma of the situation in which conformity occurs. If this point is not 
kept 1n alnd b.r tuture researchers. confusion maT result between the findings 
of Sherif (90,91), LeVine, et at (63), Tresselt (99,100), Lewin (66), 
Urbanowicz (102), and othera on the one hand, who aeem to anociate conformity 
.. 
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phenollena with "typical" behaVior, a.nd Crutchfield (36), Linton (69) t Adorno, 
. 
rrenkel-13runawtk, Levinson, and Sanford (5). and others, on the other, who 
view conformity ae "atypical" behavior. 
In a Bense, the autokinetic Judgment situation i8 sillilar to that 
described above concerning the age of an unknown person. It offer. very 
11ttle tor the 8ubJect to rely upon for intellectual or perceptual guidance. 
Under the cOMi tions of our experlment, if congruence occurs. we would 
b,ypothedze that there h some factor inherent in the group situation ("social 
teeling," "belonging" ?) which did not exist when there Wa.8 no group preeent, 
and which now, in sOlle manner, affeots the explicit judgments of each indi-
vidual ... ber. 
The design of this experiment peraita UI to posit certain expected 
resul ts. Under Experimental Oondi tion I, which inTol Ted three te8ting 
sossions, we would expeot tbat the normal subjects would cOile into the indi-
vidual leeeion ande.tablish a range of Judgments and a norm within that 
raage. This wal found to occur and supports Sherif's finding. (90,91). 
Th1e wa. also true of the patients in the individual •• esion., al though as 
the variance analY8i. shows, there was considerably more Tariabilit7 of 
Judgmenta. 
The normal subJeots, entering the group, with their preTiouely estab-
lished rangea aDd noraa, are faced now with estimates made b7 other membera 
which are quUe d1fterent troll the ones they had been makiDg. It would be 
expeoted that the normal, would, in tbe pre.ence of thia new range and norm, 
relinqUish their previously established anchorages. Finally. upon re-test 
in the pOI __ indlvidual situation, the normals, theoretically, would retain 
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the range and nora of tbe group they had just been with, and not revert back 
to frames established in the first individual sesslon. Statistically sig-
nificant ditferences should occur between the first two selsionl, and between 
ses.iona one aDd three. 
two and three. 
No difference. should occur between teating sessions 
Regarding the pertonnance of the patients under the same treatments. 
we would expect tbat their estimates will not show aQf statistlcally sig-
niticant changes from one ses8ion to the next. The bTpotheei8 il that the 
lubJectlve trame of reterence which they establish in the indiVidual selsion 
will not be significantly altered by social influence. 
Under Experimental Condition II, it 1s expected that the normals will 
adapt to the standards ot the group in which they initially find themselves 
by making estimates withln the range being called off by the assiltants. 
Later, it would be expected that the lame range aDd norm be carried over when 
each subject is tested individually in a situation devoid of social tactorl. 
The patients under Experimental CondItion II would not be expected to Ihow 
conformity while in the group, and also not show aQJ carry-over ot the 
group's range and nora to the post-individual sellion. 
Before discussing the data received. something should be said con-
cerning the .ubjectl' adaptability to the rather unique testing 8ituation 
which occurred in a completely dark room. None ot the ~bJects experienced 
difficulty in writing their judgments out on the pads provided. None of the 
subjects showed fear 1n eniering the darkroom. On the contrary. the spirit 
of the subjects entering the room might be described al mildly sportive as 
they entered thil novel situation. With few exceptions, .ubjectl remained 
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sllent throughout the testing sesslons. Group interaction in the area out-
side the testinc room was somewhat greater among the normals, as subject. 
waited for the groups to form. The period of waiting usuallT did not ex-
ceed eight or ten minutes. 
A. ·~erim.atal Condition I 
Table III gives the original mean estimates of the patient. under 
Experimental Oondition It (range ~wo to six inche.). Since Jartlett'. test 
showed heterogeneous variance within the columns, square root transformations 
of these scores were made, (Table IV). It 1. intere.ting to note the ra-
sulta of an analTsil of variance which wal carried out on the original score. 
in Table III. We present these results in order to compare our findings 
with tho •• of other studie. (31, 80), regarding the effect, if anT. of heter-
ogenet tT of variance on the values of J'. The obtained F equal. 4.000 
(p = <.04 level) which is almost 1/3 larger than the F obtained on the 
transformed data in Table IV, (F equals 2.568). , values (given below) 
were also calculated OD the other heterogeneous data in Tables VI and IX, 
to ascertain the effects of the F values ot heterogeneouB Variance. All 
differences between the •• Ft. were quite large. substantiating the finding. 
of Cochran (31), and Norton (80). In general, our findings are that an 
analysis of variance done on data with heterogeneous variance, results in 
, values which are spuriousl1 high. Table V gives the lource, of variance 
found in the transformed data in Table IV. The F of 2.568, BhoWI that no 
Btatlstically significant differencea exist between the column means. As 
a group, these eicht pattents went through the treatments with no significant 
effects, no tendency toward consensus w1th the prescribed norm (two to six 
Su:B.1ECf 
Rol 
8hi 
Ca.r(f) 
Joh(f) 
Sue 
McN(t) 
Jak(t) 
She 
TABLE III 
MEAlIS or FORTY AUTOJallETIC ESTIMATES FOR PATIENTS UNDER 
F»nIMENTAL CONDITIO. I. WITH TH.l!l PRESCRIBF.J) RANGE 
MPlAB 
S.D. 
S.1£.)( 
I N TREATMENT II OJ' FROM TWO TO SIX INCHES • 
~I 
(IBDIVI.Il1AL) 
70.0S-· 
16.37 
12.58 
12.22 
11.25 
9.67 
6.65 
6.63 
18.18 
19.494 
6.800 
TREATMEN'l' I I 
(GROUP) 
5.25 
16.32 
7.70 
6.65 
13.20 
4.65 
5.05 
3.72 
7.81 
TREATMEN! III 
( INDIVI OOAL ) 
6.52 
13.05 
5.42 
7.97 
14.02 
9.40 
3.55 
4.77 
8.09 
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• Bartlett', test of homogeneity of ?ariaace performed on these data, 
resulted 1n a chi square value of 22.646, (p = < .011e".1 of confidence). 
•• I ache. 
SUBJECT 
Rol 
8M 
Car(f) 
Joh(f) 
he 
Mol(f) 
Jak(f) 
8bo 
TABIJC IV 
SQUARE ROOT TRANSJ'OllMATIOBS OJ' THE MEANS OJ' FORTY AUTOnBTIC 
ESTIMATES FOR PATIENTS UNDJm EXPERIMENTAL OOrlDITIOJl I. WID 
THE PRESORIBED RANGE IN !REATMEHT II OF FROM TWO TO SIX INOHES 
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TREATMUT I 
(INDIVIWAL) 
TREATMEft 1 II 
( IIDIVlDUAL) 
8.36· 2.29 2.55 
4.04 4.03 3.61 
3.54 2.77 2.32 
3.49 2.57 2.82 
3.35 3.63 3.'. 
3.10 2.16 3.06 
2.57 2.24 1.88 
2.61 1.92 2.18 
3.88 2."10 2.77 
• !hea. are the aquare root transformat1ona of or1ginal Booree found In 
Table III, page 70. 
SOURCES OF VARIANCE BE1'W'l!lEB mE SQUARI ROOf fRA.JSFORMAfIONS OF MEANS 
OF FOHT AU!OXIIETIC BSflMA.'fES lOR PA'fIEftS tnfDD. IXPElUMElftAL 
CONDI'fION I, (lWlGE FROM 2-6 IERES Ili ~ II). • 
SOlJllCI VARIABOJ 'I VAWJJ 
BE!. 
COLS. 6.99 3 •• 9 2.568 (n.a.) 
BET. 
ROWS. 12.'11 '1 1.81 
RESIW.AJ.. 19.05 14 1.36 
fOfAL 38.'6 23 
• For the data til Table IV. page 71. 
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inches) in Treatment II. Patient Sue was the on17 person in this group whose 
estimates began to increase in the face of sooial pressure which advocated a 
decrea.se. Starting with 11.25 inches 1n the individual Situation, his mean 
for fort7 trial a rises to 13.20 inches while with the group. and final17 
reaohes 14.02 inches in the post-individual se8a10n, (aee Table III). 
Table VI gives the original mean estimates of the normal .ubJects 
under Experimental Oondition It (range two to 8ix inches). Bartlett's teet 
on theae data resulted in a chi square of 19.141 (p : < .01 level). The 
square root transformations tor these estimatea are found in Table VII. The 
F ot 6.261 (p = < .02 level) ahows that aignificant ditferencel exist Bome-
where between the column means, (Table VIII). (The F obtained on the origl-
nal scores was 7.888. p = < .001 level). The .1 values obtained. show that 
these ditterences lie between the means of Treatments I and II. ! = 3.357 
(p : < .001 level). aDd. between the me&11e of Treatments I and I II, t = 2.653 
-
(p = < .02 level). Theee normal subjects, whOle mean estimate in the indi-
vidual situation was 17.37 inchel, almost al high al that of the patients 
under the same experimental oondition, oonsiderab17 decreased the magnitudes 
ot their Judgments while with the group, and then later, when tested 8ing17. 
succeeded in maintainlnc the same trame of judgmental reterenoe aa when the7 
were with the group, (t equals .703 (as) between ~reatmeats II and III). 
-
All data in Table VI are in the expected theoretical direction. save 
that ot subject Kia (f), who showed a small riBe of about 3 inches in the 
mean ot her Judgments from Treatment I to Treatment III. This person 
started with a mean of 8.55 inches while with the group, and in the POBt-
individual situation ended with a mean ot 11.52 inches. It might be 
Bra(t) 
Wba 
McC 
0·0 
Ila(t) 
Las 
Joa(f') 
Arr(t) 
TAl3IJ1l VI 
MEANS or FORTY AUTOKINETIC ESTIMATES FOR BORMAL SUBJECTS 
UllDER EXPI!RIM,QTAL CONDITION It WITH THE PRESCRIBED 
RANGE IN TliEATMEN!' II or FROM TWO 1'0 SIX INCHES. 
TBJU.TMENT I 
( IIDIVIll1,AL) 
40.05*· 
39.7'1 
14.00 
13.2'1 
8.55 
8.25 
8.0'1 
'1.02 
MEAl 17.37 
S.D. 13.224 
S·J:·X 4.998 
TR"!l:ATMENT n 
(GROUP) 
10.77 
9.67 
4.17 
4.55 
9.10 
5.85 
5.27 
6.42 
6.97 
TREATMENT I I I 
( INDIVIIXIAL) 
7.18 
17.87 
5.95 
9.15 
11.52 
6.90 
4.97 
6.17 
8.71 
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• Bart1ett'l test ot homogeneity ot variance perf'ormed 08 theBe data, 
resulted i8 a chi square Talue ot 19.141, (p = < .01 leTel of confidence). 
•• Inches. 
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TABLE VII 
SQ,UARE ROM 'l'RANSIOBMATIOBS OF THE MllAllS OF FOR!l'Y AUroKlNftIO 
ESTlMAf]!!S FOR NORMAL SUBJEO'l'S UND"ER EXPERIMENTAL CONDITI011 I. WITH 
THE PRmSORIJED BANGE IN 'l.'REATMD'l' n OF J'ROM TWO TO SIX INCHES 
. 
..... 
SUBJEOT TREA!l41llli'.r I TREATMENT II TREATMEN! I II 
( INDIVIllJAL) (GROUP) (INDIVIDUAL) 
.. 
Bra(t) 6.3a- 3.28 2.67 
Wi. 6.30 3.10 4.22 
McC 3.74 2.04 2.43 
otc 3.M 2.13 3.02 
[ia(t) 2.92 3.01 3.39 
Lal 2.87 2.41 2.62 
BOIl(t) 2.84 2.29 2.22 
Arr(t) 2.64 2.53 2.48 
3.90 2.60 2.87 
• These are the square root transformations of originaJ. Bcores tound in 
Table VI, page 74. 
!ULI VUI 
SOURCES OJ' VARUllOE BRffWUli TO SQU.A.liE ROOT TRANSFORMATIONS OF MEAJiS 
OF FORTY AU!OKIlIETIO ESTIMATES FOR NORMAL StlJJECTS UNDER EXP"?RlMEBTAL 
OONDITION I, (RANGE FROM 2-6 INCHES IN TILlijAT}.{!l!N! II)." 
SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES Dr VARIANOE 1 V.A.LUll 
BE!. 
OOLS. 7.41 3."13 6.261 ( < .02) 
Bft. 
ROWS. 11.92 7 1.70 
RESIDUAL 8.35 14 .59 
TO!.AL 27.76 23 
t (M1 & Ma) - 3.357 (p • < .001) 
t (M1 & M3) - 2.653 (p : < .02) -
t (M2 & M3) - .703 (D ••• ) 
.. For the data in fable VII, pace 75. 
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mentioned that this person made a Loyola Languye Stud,z score of 1694, which 
exceeds about 68 percent of the scores in the normal female group, (see 
Ta.ble XXXI). 
Bartlett's test performed on the original Bcores made by the patients 
in Table IX resulted in a chi square equal to 11.053 (p = < .01 level). The 
square root transformations of theae seores are found in Table X. The F 
ot 3.495 (ns) shows no significant differences exist between column meana, 
(Table XI). (The F obtained from the original scores in Table IX was 
1.234 (ns). The patients in this experimental condition show no significant 
effects of social influence upon their estimates of the autokinetic light 
movement. If aD7thing, there appears to be an opposite effect, a decrease 
in estimates instead of an increase. Persons under this condition, show-
ing this negative trend in their Judgments, number three, (Wri, Bus (f), 
and McF (f». As Table XXXI shows, the eight patients ln this group made 
I.veral of the highest scores (lack of communallty of thought) on the 
LOlola Language Stu4l. 
Table XII shows the original mean eltimates of normal subjects under 
Experimental Condition I (range eight to tvelve inches). Bartlett's test 
failed to show heterogeneous variance to exist within the columns; chi 
square equals 4.906, (ne). The snalysis of variance carried out on the 
original soores, glves an , value of 15.609 (p = < .001 level), the largest 
received in all the data analysed, (Table XlII). With this indication 
that significant differences in variance existed somewhere between the 
treatment means, l's were obtained between the meana involved. A 1 of 
4.246 (p = <.01 l.~.l) indicates that significant differences exist between 
--
Rue(f) 
Wrl 
Ley 
Sto 
Wac 
Ban(f) 
MoJ'(f) 
Pin(f) 
TABLE IX 
MEANS or FORTY AU'fOXIDTIC ESTIMATES lOR PATIElft'S UNDER 
EXP!llRIJIEN'l'AL CONDITION If WITH THE PRESCRI:BED RABGIil 
IN 'l'REATM.'EN! II OF FROJ( EIGHT TO TWELVE INCHES. 
~Rl!lATMElfT I 
( INDIVIDUAL) 
5.4a-'" 
5.12 
1.62 
1.21 
.97 
.92 
.39 
.06 
MEAl 1.96 
s. D. 1.965 
s. I·M .743 
TBEATMEH II 
(GROUP) 
9.17 
10.-40 
9.60 
1.08 
8.50 
.72 
.04 
.11 
4.95 
TREAfMEft III 
( INDIVIWAL) 
2.77 
1.22 
2.20 
1.51 
3.81 
.98 
.04 
.10 
1.58 
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• Bartlett', teat of homogeneity of 'Yarianoe performed on these data, 
resulted in a ohi square value of 11.053, (p =<.01 LeTel of confidence). 
•• Inohes. 
StJlJJlOO! 
Rue(!) 
Wrl 
Lev 
Sto 
Wac 
Ban(f) 
McF(f} 
P1n(f) 
TABLE X 
SQU.Al.1E ROOT TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE MJ:ANS OF FORTY AUTOKINETIC 
ESTIMATES FOR PATIENTS UNDER EXPERIMJianAL CONDI!ION I. wlTH i'HE 
PR"'1!SCRlBED RANGE IN TRllATr4EN'l' II OF FROM EIGHT TO TWELVE INCHES 
TREATMl!.Yl' I TREATMENT II TREAT1.mNT I I I 
(INDtVIWAL) (GROUP) (INDIVIDUAL ) 
2.32· 3.02 1.66 
2.26 3.22 1.10 
1.27 3.09 1.48 
1.10 1.04 1.22 
.98 2.91 1.95 
.95 .85 .99 
.62 .20 .20 
.24 .34 .32 
1.22 1.83 1.11 
• These are the square root transformations of original scores found in 
Table IX, page 78. 
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TABLE Xl 
SOURCES OF VARIANClil BETWEEN THE SQUARE ROO! TRANSFOWIATIONS OF MEANS 
OF FORTY AUTOKINETIC ESTIMATES FOR PATIENTS UNDER F~~RlMENTAL 
CONDITIOli I. (RANGE FROM EIGHT TO TWELVE INCHES IU TRI~ATj'fENT II).-
SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES VARIANCE J' VALUE 
BET. 
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COLS. 2.32 2 1.16 3.495 (n.s.) 
BET. 
ROWS 14.10 '1 2.01 
RESIDUAL 4.66 14 .33 
TOTAL 21.09 23 
* For the data in Table X. page '19. 
StJ&T:mCf 
Jer 
And 
Bac 
RoT(t) 
Bar(t) 
Del(t) 
Row 
B17(t) 
TABLlIl XII 
TD )(J£ANS OF FOR'l'Y AUTOKINETIC -reSTlMATES FOR NOlIl'4AL SUBJECTS 
UNDER '!l1XPlmIMENTAL OONDITION It ';lITH TO ?RESClU:BED RANGE 
IN 1'REATMENT II OF mOM EIGHT TO T'i'JELVE INGIllaS • 
TRFlAT'l'11l;N'l' I TREATMElr.t' I I TRtlATMEll1' I I I 
( nlDIVIWAL) (GROUP) (INDIVIDJAL ) 
4.SO-· 6.00 6.90 
4.57 5.60 8.92 
4.22 6.OfS 6.85 
3.41 6.95 7.75 
2.65 5.17 4.00 
2.10 6.00 4.60 
1.59 6.50 10.20 
1.15 5.57 4.25 
MEAN 3.06 5.98 6.68 
S.D. 1.30 
S.EoU .492 
• Bartlett's teat of homogeneity ot variance pertormed on these data. 
resulted in a chi square value ot 4.906, (n.s.). 
•• Inches. 
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TABLE XIII 
SOURCES or VARIANCE :BETWEEN THE MEAlfS OF FORTY AUTOKINETIO 
ESTlMAi'ES FOR NORMAL SUBJECTS tmDER P.xFWMENTAL CONDITION I, 
(RANG! FBOM 8-12 INOHES IN TltEATMEft II). • 
82 
SOURO) SUM OF SQUA.RJl:S VARIANCI F VALUlil 
BET. 
OOLS. 58.96 
BET. 
lU,)WS 25.47 
RESIDUAL 2S.44 
110.88 
i (M1 ,. Ma) • 4.24& (p. ~ .01) 
t (Ml &, M3) • 5.269 (p:: < .01) 
t (M2 ,. Ma) : 1.023 (a ••• ) 
• For the data in Table XII, page 81. 
2 29.48 15.609 
(p = .001) 
., 3.63 
14 1.88 
23 
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column means I and II, and that the normals relinquished their ranges and 
norms of estimation for thole of the group. A 1 of 5.269 (p = < .01 level), 
indicates that there 18 a significant difference between oolumn means I and 
III, and that the estimates made in Treatment III, when the subjects were 
alone, show a significant increase over those made when they were alone, 
before being exposed to the group. The t of 1.023, (na). shows that no 
-
significant differences exist between the means of columns II and III. 
This indicates that in the post~indlvidnal situation, sabJects made esti-
mates within the range theT adopted while with the group. 
Thna far the results show that the schizophrenic patients are not 
influenced to alter their previously made eXplicit Judgments of the &uto-
kinetio perceptual situation in the face of social influence, however, normal 
subjects show pronounced changes in their judgments when in similar social 
circumstances. 
As we have alrea¢1 mentioned, in order to show graphicallT the 
readines. b7 which subjects adapted to the norms of the groups of which 
they were members, the mean of ever" five triall, while in the group,was 
computed for each subject. Tables XIV through XVlI show the.e data, and 
Figures 2 and 3 show the graphing •• The.e tables and figures pertain to 
all the data discu.sed th~s tar (Experimental 00nd1t10n I). 
The patienh, as shown in Figure 2, when placed in the group e1 tu-
ation, iamediatelT reduced their estimates by about ten inches, however, 
after about 10 trials, begin to show an increase in their estimates. After 
trial 15, the trend 1s resumed again in the downward direction. however, 1t 
never quite reaches the prescribed range of from two to six inche •• 
TABLE XIV 
MFS AUroXIDflC ESflMAHS OF PATties UliDEB EXPERlMElft'AL CONm!I01l I, 
FOR FOR!!' TRIALS 111 ~ I: FOR l£ACH :rIVE TRIALS IN TlUl'.A,THElft' 
II (PRESCRIBED IABGE FROM TWO TO SIX IlICHES): AND lOR FORTY TlLlALS IN TREATMF.1ft' III-
'l'REA!J.IF.ft I IJ.'R'EATMEft II 'l"RF.AfMDT I 
( INDIVIIDAL) (GBOUP) ( INDIYIlX1AL 
SUru"F,cT TRIALS 1 - 5 6 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 21 - 25 26 - 30 31 - 35 36 - 40 
Rol 70.05 8.20 5.20 5.00 4.60 4.80 5.40 3.80 5.00 6.52 
Sh1 16.a? 22.80 17.00 18.00 15.20 15.80 14.60 14.50 13.80 13.05 
O&:l'(f) 12.58 8.80 6.00 9.80 8.00 9.20 7.00 7.40 7.60 5.42 
Joh(f) 12.22 6.60 7.20 7.80 7.60 5.40 6.00 5.60 7.00 7.97 
Sue 11.25 5.60 13.00 20.80 17.20 11.60 12.40 9.00 15.60 14.02 
Me1f(f) 9.8'1 4.20 5.20 4.00 5.60 3.80 4.40 4.80 6.20 9.40 
Jak(f) 6.65 2.20 3.40 2.80 4.60 5.00 8.00 6.20 9.20 3.55 
She 6.63 7.40 3.00 4.80 4.00 2.20 2.80 2.80 3.20 4.77 
MEAI' 18.18 8.22 7.50 9.12 8.15 7.22 7.57 6.75 8.45 8.09 
- These data are taken froll Table III. page 70 and are graphed in Figure 2, page 86. 
co 
.. 
fABLE XV 
M.EAJlAUTOKIlmTIC ESTlMATfJS OF NOBMAL st.1lS.reCTS UNDER E.XP}~1nMJ'-;NTAL CONDITION I. 
FOR FORn TRIALS UI TBEAfMEft I: roR EACH lI'IVE TRIALS IN TREATMENT II 
(PRESC;-.I:BED RAlJGE FROM TltO TO SIX IHCHES); AND FOR FORTY TRIALS IN TREATMEN'l' III • 
. 
TR1l:A!MEft I TI:L'UTMEft I I TREATJ4Eft I I I 
( IlmIVI DJAL ) (GROUP) ( I NDIVI DUAL) 
Sl.1BJ'ECT '!'RIALS 1 "!'" 5 6 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 21 - 25 26 - 30 31 - 35 36 - 40 
Bra(t) 40.05 5.20 8.00 1'1.20 12.00 15.00 17.00 4.80 5.00 7.18 
Wl. 39.77 12.40 12.40 7.40 22.00 6.00 5.20 5.60 3.80 17.87 
Mee 14.00 7.40 6.20 4.40 4.20 2.80 4.20 2.80 1.40 5.95 
Ole 13.27 9.20 7.20 4.40 2.20 1.80 4.20 4.60 3.40 9.15 
Kin(f) 8.55 9.00 9.20 7.40 7.80 9.80 11.00 9.80 8.80 11.52 
Las 8.25 7.40 7.20 7.20 5.60 6.80 4.20 4.00 4.40 6.90 
:Boa(t) 8.07 6.40 5.20 4.20 5.00 5.40 5.00 5.80 5.20 4.97 
Arr(t) 7.02 8.20 1.20 5.60 6.40 6.60 6.60 5.40 4.40 6.17 
MF.AlI 17.37 8.15 8.07 7.35 8.40 6.77 7.17 5.35 4.55 8.71 
• !'hese data are taken from Table VI. page 74 a.nd are graphed in F1ga.re 2, page 86 • 
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(1-40) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 (1-40) 
TRIALS 
FIGURE 2 
CONFORM ITY PROGRESSIONS OF PATIENTS AND NOm-iALS 
(RANGE 2-6 mama, EXPERIMENTAL CmrmTION I), 
SHOWING MEAN AUTOKINETIC ESTIMATES FORTImEE SESSIONS 
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After trial 35, there is a spurt in magnitude of estimates to about eight 
inches. This curve for the patients may be of special significance to 
therapists who have attempted therapy (especially group therapy) with schiz-
ophrenic patients. It is not uncommon to observe the patient's cooperation 
in the firat tew se.sions. then in a short time his reversion to previouslY 
established patterns ot action or belief. Perhaps this curve pattern re-
flects Buch transient and superficial social conformity. 
Looking ahead to Figure 3, somewhat the same phenomenon appears 
even more markedly. Figure 3 ahowl this "turning point" to be somewhere 
near the 25th trial. The normals show no such changes. Once started in 
the direotion of the group's range. they continue toward it with fairly 
regular progression. (see both Figures a and 3). 
After the group situation, Figure a shows the patients· mean esti-
mate in the post-individual session to be 8.09 inches, and that for the 
normal, to be 8.71 inches. To explain wnr the patients' mean in the post-
individual lession was 8.09 inche. maT not be too difficult in light of the 
faot that most of their Judgment. while in the group were distributed close 
to 8 inches AQYWar. As Table III shows, the mean for all patient. in the 
group situation 18 7.81 inches. An explanation of why the mean for the 
normals in the post-individual session rises to 8.71 appears, at first 
glance, to be more diffioult to make. This would be true if the mean of 
8.71 inches were significantlY different from the total mean for all normals 
in the group sea8ion. 6.97 inches, (see Table VI). That both of these means 
come from the same distributions and do not differ significantly, is indi-
cated by the! value of .703 (n.s.), (Table VIII). 
'fABLE XVI 
r,f!l'~ AUTOKIlfE'fIC ES'flMAlJ.lES OJ' PA'fIDTS UlmER EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION 1. 
FOR FOR!'!' TRIALS IN TREA.'fMEB'f I; FOl~ EACH FIVE '!'RIALS IN TREAT!1:!i!NT II (PRESCRIBED 
RANGE FROM EIGHT 'l'O 'lWELVE INCHES); AND FOR FORTY TRIALS IN T!l'!?,A'f:c,fEN'l' In- . 
TREA'fMEJI'r I 'l'RF.ATMU! II 'l'RTi'.A'l'MEN'l' II I 
( INDIVIDI1&L) (GROUP) (INDIVIDJAL) 
SUBJEC'f '!'RIALS 1 - 5 6 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 21 - 25 26 - 30 31 - 35 36 - 40 
Rus(f) 5.42 8.20 12.40 12.40 11.20 9.80 6.80 7.40 5.20 2.77 
Wr1 5.12 11.60 9.60 10.40 10.00 8.80 10.00 9.80 11.00 1.22 
LeT 1.62 8.80 10.40 10.00 10.40 11.20 10.60 8.20 5.40 2.20 
St.o 1.21 1.40 1.80 .60 .70 .30 .70 1.50 1.70 1.51 
Wac .97 7.20 13.00 9.60 10.40 9.40 2.80 4.00 9.80 3.81 
Jan(f) .92 1.60 1.50 .60 .40 .15 .35 1.10 .15 .98 
McJ'(f) .39 .40 .60 .20 .66 .30 .60 .20 .40 .04 
Pln(f) .06 .20 .15 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 
MEAlJ 1.96 4.92 6.18 5.49 5.50 5.00 3.94 4.03 4.21 1.58 
• These data are taken from Table IX. page 78 and are graphed 11l Figure 3. page 90. 
TABLE XVII 
MEAN AUTOXlNB!IC ESTIMAT~S OF NORMAL SUBJ~~TS UNDBR F~~RIMF.NTAL CONDITION If 
)lOR FOR!Y '.PRIALS IN TRI<:A.TM'IDrl' I: FOR F..A.CH FIVE TRIALS IN TREATMEN'l' II 
(PBllSCRIlfED RANGE FROM EIGHT TO '!'WELVE INCHES); AND FOR FORTY TRIALS IN TREATM11!'NT III-
. 
'l'REAT': .. rur I TRP..AT;·oor,r II TRF..ATMENT II I 
(IlUJIVIOOAL ) (GROUP) (INDIVIDUAL ) 
SUBJ~T TRIALS 1 - 5 6 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 21 - 25 26-30 31 - 35 36-40 
Jer 4.80 6.60 8.20 7.00 4.20 7.00 6.00 5.40 3.60 6.90 
And 5.57 5.60 6.60 4.80 5.80 5.60 5.00 4.80 6.60 8.92 
:Bac 4.22 4.40 5.00 6.60 6.80 6.40 6.40 7.20 5.60 6.85 
HOT(r) 3.41 '1.60 5.40 7.00 7.20 '1.40 7.20 7.80 6.00 7.75 
:Bar(r) 2.65 7.20 10.20 2.80 3.40 5.40 5.00 4.80 4.60 4.00 
De1{r) 2.10 8.40 4.20 4.20 7.40 5.20 2.00 6.60 10.00 4.60 
Bow 1.59 &.60 6.00 5.60 6.20 5.60 6.80 6.40 9.80 10.20 
:Bry(f) 1.15 6.40 6.20 4.70 5.40 4.00 8.00 5.50 4.40 4.25 
MEAl( 3.06 6.47 6.47 5.33 5.80 5.82 5.80 6.06 6.32 6.68 
• '!'hese data are ta.ken from Table XII, page 81 and are graphed in Figt1l"e 3, page 90 • 
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~ERIM1l1I'!'AL OONDITIO. I). SHOWIllG MEAI' At1'1'OKINETIO 
ESTIMATES FOR THBi~ SESSIONS 
Table XVI and Figure 3 shows that the patients, who averaged 1.96 
inches in the individual aellsions, increase their Judgments by about three 
inchell within the first five trial. in the group a1tu,'9.tion. Thi s u.pewir18 
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continues through trial ten, and then begins to drop. After trial 25. there 
i8 a decided drop, and a reversion to former individual anchor~~es. The 
normals 'lt/ho entered the group situation with a. mean of 3.06 inches, estab-
lished in the individual 8es.ion. show a 8imilar initial rise during the 
first five trials. After trial. ten there is alllo a sharp decline in 
magnitude of estimates, but a few minutell later, at about trial 20, there 
8gain begins an upswing toward the prescribed range of eight to ten inches. 
The graph showl the pattentll' mean estimate in the post-individual 
eel lion to be 1.58 inches. !his mean, being about the same a8 that obtained 
in the pre-individual session (1.96 inches), indicatee th8,t the patients re-
verted to their previously e.tablished frame. of refGrence in judging the 
.tlmulul situation, and did BOt adopt the standards of the group. 
The mean estimate made by the normals in the subsequent individ.ual 
ses.ion, W&I 6.68 lnchee. This mean, although not within the pre8cribed 
rang., showe that the normals under the influence of group social factors, 
more thaA doubled their e.time.te. of the l1ght' s apparent novement. over 
their initial mean estimate of 3.06 inch.s. 
B. Experimental Oondl tion II 
This experimental condition begins by immediately teating the sub-
Ject in a group. It doel not permit him to establish aqy previou. con-
ception. ot the situation to be judged, but subjects him promptly to group 
influence. As we have stated aboTe. page 3l~ Sherif found that subjects 
conformed to group norms much more readll)" when the)" had not built up e.rq 
previous anchorages regarding the situation/than when they had. This, as 
we shall see, 1s our finding a180. 
As we have alreadT stated. it was expected that the patients would 
not show the conformit)" phenomenon while in the group and also would not 
Carr)" over the induced norm to the post-ind1vldnal session. The normal 
subJect., on the other hand, were expeoted to ahow conformit)" with the 
groupls norm both while in the group and later when tested alone. 
Table XVIII gives the original mean estimates of the patients under 
10 
Experimental Condition II, range two to 81x inchel. Bartlett', chi 
square on these data equals .831 (n.s.). Incidentally, Bartlett'. tests 
performed on the data in the remaining tables (XX. XXIV, and XXVI), also 
otfered no bales tor rejecting the null h7Potheal1 that the variances were 
homogeneous. The variance anal)"sil (Table XIX), results in an r value at 
.021, (n.s.). which indicate. that the column mean. are not trom different 
distributions. Thele eight patients emerged from the group situation with 
a mean Judgment ot 5.49 laches, and in the post-individual aession, obtained 
an almoat identical mean, 5.64 inches. 
Table XX ahows the original mean autokinetic estimate. of the normal 
subjects under Experimental Condition II, range two to s1x incheB. Bart-
leii's chi square on theae daia equals .356, (n.s.), and shows that the 
10. Unlike the subjects under Experimental Condltlon If who were 
grouped according to the magnitude of the mean of their first forty trials, 
(aee page 34), the subjects under this experimental condition were randomlY 
placed in groups. 
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.. 
TABLlil XVU I 
MF.ANS OF FORTY AUTOKINETIC ESTIMATES OF PATIENTS UNDER 
F.XP'Ji:RIM~N"l'AL CONDITION II. WITH THE PRESCRIBED RANGE 
IN 'l'RJi'..ATr-IENT I 011' FROM TWO TO SIX INOltES • 
'l'REA'l'MEft I TRJ!~A'l'MElft' 1 I 
(GROUP) (lNDIVIWAL) 
9.55·· 7.50 
6.27 4.05 
6.20 6.98 
5.85 3.07 
4.69 10.95 
4.07 2.72 
3.68 6.47 
3.60 3.42 
MEAl 6.49 5.64 
• Bartlett'. teat of hOllogeneity of variance performed on these data, 
reaulted in a chi aquare value of .831, (n.a.). 
•• IDches. 
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SOURCJll 
BET. 
COLS. 
:BET. 
ROWS 
RESIDUAL 
TOTAL 
TABItE .!IX 
SOURCES OF V ARUlfCll BE1.'w.DJl THE MEAlS OJ' FORft 
AU'l'OIalmIC ESTIMATES FOR PATIENTS UNDER EXPERIMENTAL 
CONDITION II. (IWlGE 2-6 INCHES IN TREATMENT I).1Il 
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SUM OJ' SQ,UARES Dr VARIANCE ., VALUE 
.10 1 .10 .021 (n.I.) 
50.82 7 7.26 
33.04 7 4.72 
83.99 15 
• For the data in Table XVIII, page 93. 
SU13JEOT 
Am 
Sol 
Lus(t) 
In.o 
Fen(f) 
Lys(f) 
:B18 
Wes(t) 
Ml1ANS OF FORTY AU'lOXINE'f1 C ESTIMATES OF NORMAL SUBJECTS 
tJlIDF.R EXPJilRlMEN'TAL OONDITION II, WITH THE PRESORIBED 
RANGE III '!'RF,ATMENT I OF FROM TWO TO SIX INCHES. 
TREAfMDf I TREATMENT 1 I 
(GROUP) (INDIVIWAL) 
10.50·· 12.60 
4.40 6.25 
4.23 5.98 
3.31 4.05 
3.38 3.21 
3.26 2.66 
2.21 4.71 
1.81 1.65 
MEAl 4.14 5.14 
• :Bartlett's test of homogeneity of TBriance performed on these data, 
resulted in a chi square Talue of .356, (n.s.). 
•• Inches. 
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SOURCE 
BET. 
eOLS. 
liT.'''' 
--.... 
ROWS 
RBSlDUAL 
TOTAL 
TAl3LE XXI 
SOURCES OF VARI.AlICE BETWED THE MEANS OF FORTY AUTOKINEflC 
ESTlMATJIlS fOR NOB.MAL SUBJECTS UNDER EXPERIMENTAL 
COliDITION n. (RANGE FROM 2-6 INCHES Ili TREATi"J<INT I). III 
SUM OF SQUARES VARIANCE lI' VALUE 
96 
1 5.554 (n.8.) 
127.58 
4.95 
136.46 
7 
7 
15 
18.22 
.70 
• For 'he data in Table XX, page 95. 
Variance. between anT cells within anr one column, are homogeneous. The 
analysis of variance carried out on thele data, results in an F value of 
5.554 (n.s.), which indicates that the column mean. of 4.14 and 5.14 inches, 
are not significantly dltferent,( Table XXI). 
Tables XXII and XlIII, and Figure 4, (like the two preceeding flgures4 
ahow the estimates of the subjects made while In the group, in terms of meane 
tor eaoh tlve trials. The curve shows that the patlents, although they made 
most ot their Judgments within the prescribed range of two to .ix inches, are 
somewhat slow in doing 10. They begin to make Judgments within the group 
range, somewhere between the fifth and tenth trials, whereas the normal. 
atart immediately within the range. It mar a180 be noticed that the judg-
mente ot the patients remain close to the "high" end of the range throughout 
the entire time while in the group. and that within two sequence" (trials 
6-10, and 26-30). their mean Judgments almost spurt up beyond the upper 
limit. Tha curve of the normals. by contrast. shows that thaae subjects 
immediatelY began to make Judgments within the set range aDd ahows a fairly 
cloae clustering of Judgmentl in the middle ot this range throughout the 
group lession. 
Under Experimental Condition II, raage eight to twelve inche., 
81ml1ar finding. are obtained, with several interesting trends in evidence. 
Table XXIV show. the origiaal mean autokinetic estimatel of the patient •• 
Bartlett" telt on theae data resulted in a chl square of 1.008, (n.a.). 
The F Talus obtained after the analysiS of variance wal carried out, ~al 
4.521, (n ••• ). and indicates that no significant differences exist between 
the column meane of 9.22 and 7.06 inchee, (Table XXV). Under thie experi-
I' I'll 
1;1, --_______________________________ ..J II!I! 
TABLE XXII 
l~ AM'OXID'!IC ESTIMATES OJ' PATIEftS UIDlIlR EXPERIMElft'AL CONDIT lOll II, 
FOR EACH FIVE mAtS tli TREATMD! 1 (PRESCRIBED RABGE J'ROM 
TWO TO SIX Il'iCDS); ABD FOR FORft TRIALS III TREAT}1E!l'f II • 
-
TREATMENT I 
(GROUP) 
SUBJECt TRIALS 1 - 5 6 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 21 - 25 26 - 30 31 - 35 36 - 40 
tUb (t) 9.00 10.60 11.?0 7.60 9.60 12.60 6.60 9.20 
Ot. 9.40 5.80 5.40 6.00 6.20 8.00 6.00 3.40 
Lea 7.70 4.90 10.60 7.10 5.10 4.00 5.20 6.00 
Don 6.80 5.40 6.00 5.80 4.60 5.80 6.00 6.40 
S;yk( t) 7.25 5.60 3.20 1.90 2.60 7.70 6.10 5.20 
Wim 5.20 6.20 3.20 3.20 3.60 3.40 3.80 4,00 
JClr(f) 4.60 6.80 4.05 4.00 2.90 2.80 1.60 2.70 
JCq(f) 3.40 3.00 3.20 3.40 3.40 4.40 4.00 4.00 
MJWJ 6.66 5.91 5.85 4.87 4.75 5.96 4.91 5.11 
• !hese data are taken from Table XVIII. page 93 and are graphed in Figure 4, page 100. 
. 
TR'EATMENT II 
( INDIVI'OUAL) 
7.50 
4.05 
6.98 
3.07 
10.95 
2.72 
6.47 
3.42 
5.64 
cD 
CD 
SUBJECT 
Arn 
Sol 
LUB(r) 
lno 
Fen(t) 
L7B(t) 
Bie 
Wes(t) 
TABLE XXIII 
MEAN AU'l'OKINETIC ESTIMATES OF lfOBMAL SUBJECTS UliDER EXPERIM1<iftAL CONDITIOll II. 
FOR EACH FIVE TRIALS III TBEATMEliT I (PRESCRIBED BANGE FROM TWO 
1'0 SIX INOHES); AND FOR FORTY TRIALS III TltU'l'MlilN! II • 
TREATMEft I TRF.ATMRNi' I I (GROUP) (INDIVIDUAL ) 
TRIALS 1 - 5 6 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 21 - 25 26 - 30 31 - 35 36 - 40 
11.60 1'1.40 17.40 13.20 3.60 3 .. 65 7.60 9.60 10.50 
8.40 3.20 .60 .40 6.60 6.00 6.20 4.20 4.40 
3.30 4.40 5.40 4.00 4.20 4.80 3.00 4.80 4.23 
1.80 1.80 4.00 4.60 3.80 2.40 4.20 3.90 3.31 
3.20 5.20 3.60 3.40 5.20 1.50 2.10 2.90 3.38 
3.80 3.40 2.60 2.70 3.60 2.60 4.20 3.20 3.26 
2.00 2.40 3.40 2.40 3.20 3.00 .20 1.60 2.27 
2.50 1.30 1.60 1.80 2.00 1.80 1.50 2.00 1.81 
MlWI 4.57 4.83 4.82 4.06 4.02 3.21 3.62 4.02 5.14 
* These date.. are taken from Table XX, page 95 and are graphed in Figure 4, page 100. 
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(1-40) 
CONJ'OlU4.Ifl' PROGDSSIONS or PATIEN'1'S UD NORMALS. RANG. 2-6 
INCHES. EXPltlUMElfUL COlfDlfIOlf II). SllOWIIG MEA» 
AUTOIlNEfIC ESfIMATIS JOR TWO SESSIONS 
100 
SUJJEO'l' 
Sha. 
SId(f) 
Col 
Gol(f) 
(re(f) 
R,. 
M1' 
Cur(t) 
TABLE XXIV 
MEANS 01 FORTY AUTOKllEflO ESTIMATES 01 PATIENTS OlDER 
EXPERIMEN!AL OONDU'IOI II. WITH THE .PRISCnIBED RANGE 
IN TRJIAfMiN'f 1 0'1 nOM EIGHT TO fWlCLVI IICHES • 
TREA~ I TREATMENT I I 
(GROUP) ( IBDIVlroAL) 
12.75" 5.47 
11.80 11.97 
9.70 7.22 
9.47 5.10 
9.12 7.55 
8.90 5.9'1 
8.'18 9.3'1 
3.25 4.45 
Klf'...d 9.22 7.06 
• Bar\lett'a telt of homogeneity ot var1ance performed on theae data, 
relulted 1. a chi .quare Talu8 of 1.008. (n.I.). 
•• Inch.l. 
101 
'I 
102 
. 
1 
1 
'f.A!LE XXV I 
I 
SOURCES OF VARlAEE 13llm1EEV Tm: MJiaNS OF FOR!Y AU'l'OKIDTIC t 
ESTIMATES FOR PATIli:lI!S TJNDER nPJl!P.IMENTAL COlIDI'fIOll I 
II. (RANGE FROM 8-12 INCHES II 'fID'.ATMElft' I). • 1 
I 
I 
SOUROI SUM 01' SQUARES Dr VAHIAllOJl r VALtTJl 
:BET. 
COLS. 18.62 1 18.62 4.521 (n.B.) 
:BEIf. 
ROWS 72.30 7 10.33 
RESIDUAL 28.83 7 4.11 
TOTAL 119.76 15 
• For the data in Table XXIV, page 101 • 
, 
1 
I, 
1 
I 
StmJ'JIC! 
Dav 
Rut{r) 
Ro« 
Ian(t) 
Wa' 
Ste(t) 
RiC 
Bro(f) 
TABLE XXVI 
MEANS OF FORTY AUTOn:rmrIC ESTIMATES OF NORKAL SUBJECTS 
UBDER EXPEBIMlCM'AL CONDI'fION II, WITH THE PRESCRIBED 
HANGE IN TREATJ1ENf I OF mOM EIGHT '.00 TWELVE INCHES. 
TBEA'fMEft I TB.EAi'M:Eft II 
(GROUP) (nIDIVIIlJAt) 
13.50" 16.80 
11.20 6.60 
9.32 10.52 
8.85 14.55 
8.61 8.90 
3.72 4.27 
1.25 2.21 
.43 2.18 
MlWf 7.12 8.25 
• Bartlet", tes' ot homogenelt7 ot variance performed on the.e data, 
re.ulted in a ohi square value ot .143, (n.8.). 
.. Inches. 
103 
SOUROE 
BEf. 
COLS. 
BET. 
ROWS 
RESIJlJAL 
TABLE XXVII 
SOURCES OF VARIANCE BETWEEN THE MEANS OF FOB.'.rY AUTOKINETIO 
ESTIMATES FOB. NORMAL SUBJECTS UNDER EXPERIMENTAL 
CONDITION II. (RANGE FROM 8-12 INCHES IN TRT;;;''l'HENT I) •• 
SUM OF SQUARES F VALUE 
104 
5.16 1 5.16 1.204 (n.a.) 
338.40 7 48.34 
30.00 , 4.28 
3'3.56 15 
• for the data 1n Table XXVI, pace 103. 
105 
mental condition, aa under the previous one discussed, the results show that 
. 
theee patients were also influenced to make judgments within the set range. 
Table XXVI present. the original mean estimates of normal subjects 
under the same experimental conditions. BartleU's testrelulted in 8. chi 
square value of .143. (n.s.). '!'he. F value obtained after the ana.lyai8 of 
variance, was 1.204, (n.s.), and indicates that the mean. of Treatments I 
end II, 7.12 and 8.25 inches, respectively. are not signiflc~ntly different. 
(Table XXVII). Figure 5 ahowe the data at both patient and normal 8ubJects 
in teras ot the means of ever" five trials (as shown in Tables XXVIII and 
nIX). !he judgment. of \he patten" made while in the group, are all 
within the set range, however, somewhat more variability is noticed as com-
pared wUh those of the normals. In the post-individual session, the mean 
movement e.timat. ot the patients drop. over two full inches. to a point 
outside the range, (7.06 inchee). Thi' decline &waT trom the group range 
maT retlect, in part, that which bas alreadT been mentioned regarding Figurel 
2 and 3, (MsuperticialityM of 80cial conformity of the patients). It 
appear. that the.e patients took on the group standards temporarily. while 
with the other perceivere, but then when alone, relinquished them. Since, 
however. the analysiS of variance doee not ,how the group mean. of both 
Treatments I and II, to be different, we can only make such data analyses 
in teras of tren~8. 
There is somewhat less variabil1t7 in Jud«menta among the normals 
than among the patients, although the7 (the normal.) never enter the pre-
scri bed range while wi th the group_ Later t however, in the post-lndJvidual 
seldon, the mean of 8.25 inches 1a within the prescribed raDge of eight; to 
SUlJJ'EC'f 
8ha 
Smi(f) 
001 
Gol(f) 
Xro(f) 
Bu.s(f) 
Mit 
Our(f) 
TABLE XXVII I 
MJI'..A.lI AuronNE'l'IC ESTlMADS OF PATID'l8 UNDlm ltXPERIMEN!AL CONDI'fION II, 
FOR EACH FIn: TRIALS III TB...1U.TMEIf I ( PRESCRIB}l~D RANGE FROM 
EIGH'.r i'O TWELVE IlfCDS);AND FOR FORTY TRIALS IN 1'.REA!MENT II • 
TREAfMDl' I 
(GROUP) 
'fRIAL8 1 - 5 6 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 21 - 25 26 - 30 31 - 35 36 - 40 
19,40 16.20 10.00 11.60 11.00 14.20 10.00 10.60 
14.40 10.00 9.80 12.20 11.00 11.20 12.20 14.00 
14.20 9.80 11.60 10.60 8.20 6.40 8.80 8.00 
11.00 9.80 10.40 10.00 8.40 6.80 9,00 10.40 
8.40 9.80 9.80 9.40 8.40 9.40 8.20 10.00 
4.20 8.40 10,40 8.60 9.80 9.60 10.80 10.20 
6.50 7.40 10.00 12,40 9.40 5.80 9.80 9.00 
2.40 6.20 3.20 4.60 2.40 1,20 2,20 3.60 
MlI'Alf 10,06 9.70 9.40 9.92 8.52 8.07 8.87 9.47 
'fR'li!ATMEN'f II 
(INDIVIDUAL ) 
5,47 
11.97 
7.22 
5.10 
7.55 
5,97 
9.37 
4.45 
7,06 
• !hese data are taken from 'fable mv, p&«al0l and are graphed in Pigure 5, page 108. Ii 
TABLE XXIX 
MFiAN AuroClf:m'l'tC ESTIMATES OF NORMAL SUBJF£TS UHDEa EXPERIWlHT.A.L CONDITION II. 
FOR F.ACH FIn TRIALS III fliEAfMEft I (PBllSCRlBED RAlfGE FROM EIGH! 
'1'0 Il.'WIL'IE lEns) t .A1fD FOB FOBfl' 1'BIALS IN '!'BEA!H'EN!' II • . 
TlUi!A!M.lllft I 1'RBATtm:JT II (GROUP) ( lliDIVIWAL) 
SU:BJEC! TRIALS 1 - 5 6 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 21 - 25 26 - 30 31 - 35 36 - 40 
DaT 17.60 13.00 16.00 11.80 11.20 12.60 11.00 9.80 16.80 
Rut(f) 11.60 9.80 9.40 12.00 11.20 11.20 10.40 14.00 6.60 
Bog 9.60 7.80 6.60 11.60 11.00 11.40 9.40 9.20 10.52 
Ian(f) 9.00 7.40 9.40 8.80 9.00 10.20 8.40 8.60 14.55 
Wat 4.40 6.60 6.40 13.80 9.00 8.20 8.80 14.20 8.90 
St.(f) 4.40 3.80 4.20 5.20 4.40 2.60 2.80 2.40 4.2'7 
Rig 0.00 4.00 1.60 0.00 2.00 1.40 0.00 1.00 2.21 
Bro(f) 1.40 .60 .10 0.00 0.00 .40 .40 .60 2.18 
MEAl' 7.25 6.62 6.71 7.90 7.22 7.25 6.40 7.47 8.25 
• !he •• da.ta. are taken from 'fable XXVI. page 103 and are graphed 1n J'lgare 5. page 108 • 
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mALS 
rlGURI 5 
30 35 40 (1-40) 
OONFORMIfY PROGRESSIONS or PATIENfS AID NORMALS, (RANGE 8-12 
IlfCDS. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIO! II), SHOWING ME.AJf 
~~TOKIN.M'IC ESTIW,TES 1'011 TWO SlSSIOHS 
108 
101 
twelTe inchel. As wa.s the oa.se among the pat1erlts t the ., Talue for the data 
indioa.tes similarity among eolama mean •• and thi. ri.e to 8.25 inchel mar 
only 'be e%plaiDed al a trend. Perhaps some memberl of tht. group were 
reluctant to follow the popular opinions of the group while 1n their pr.sence, 
and. only later, when aloae did the,. do 10. fbie tread. oocurred laveral 
plac., 1a SharU.a da.ta (91), and h. explainl that thee. peraons ma;r f1nd. 
it more comfortable " ••• to react negatlvelT or helitat1agly to suggestion 
on topicl rai,ed by an acqualntanc. while in hil pre.ence, but respond 
positively after leaving him. ••• (for lome persons)· to appear ealily 
yielding 1e not 10 pleaeant tor an 'eco' (91, p. 98).-
!ab!a XXX contalnl, (ia ~ tora), all the r value. computed 
under the varioue eXperlaea\al eoa411ioB8 in thte Itu4T. 
O. fAe .Lorole ~ S1!AT 
:aetore dilculliag the Lorola .. k!.'e StS hta. it should be Itate4 
that thi. telt 11 Itl11 in the .1age. ot .tandardizaticn. !he data pr •• entee 
in tM. ltud7 ,.,.. otter 10M vaU.d.atloDal mdence uehl to the authora ot 
the 'eat, however, &'IJT tindingl reponed. here ar8 to 'be regarded al tentative. 
Tane XXXI lhowl ~t the pattentl achi ..... htgher leorel on the 
torol. t!DCQ!C! St!4l than do the noraall. The 'elt 11gnlfioantly 4il-
crim_te. bet.een the temale. (1 : 2.822, p = (.01 1.Tel). arad between all 
patt •• ,. and. all n01'llall (1 = 3.0&1, p = < .001 1 ..... 1). The t.I' do .. not 
appear to dilcria1aate b.t.een the aalel ot both populationl, (1 = 1.446. 
(a.I.». althouch the' Talue i. 1n the expeet.d theoretlcal direction and 
-
• Bracket, our. 
* 
•• 
TABIJll XXX 
J' VALUES OF PATIENTS AND NORMALS UNDER 
VABlOUS EX?ERIMENTAJ. CONDITIONS 
:NUM.UR OF 8. 1 VALUE 
PATUl.'ftS 
I.G.I.· (2-6 in.) 8 3.568 
I.G.I. (8-12 in.) 8 3.495 
1fOmu,t,s 
1.0..1. (2-6 in.) 8 6.261 
1.0..1. (8-12 ta.) 8 16.609 
P4!IlIIftS 
0..1.·· (2-6 tn.) 8 .031 
Cl.I. (8-12 In.) 8 4.521 
lfOBKAttS 
G.I. (2-6 In.) 8 5.554 
0..1. (8-12 1R.) 8 1.204 
Indh'1d.ual. Group, Individual. 
Group, Individual • 
110 
SIGHt)'. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
.02 
.001 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.B. 
n.8. 
iii 
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INDIVIDUAL, AND M.1l'.AN LOYOLA LANGUAGE STUDY SCORES OF PATIENTS AND NORMALS 
SHOWIllG MJI'.AN'S, S. D •• S.E.M t AND MF..ASUIU-;;S OF DU'F11lliWl'lUES :8~W:{EN THE GROUPS 
Cu 
Gol 
lir 
Mell 
STle 
Joh 
Kro 
Kar 
Glb 
CUI' 
Mel' 
:Ball 
RUI 
Smf. 
Jak 
Pi. 
1300 
1498 
1560 
1683 
1707 
1722 
1'156 
1848 
1786 
1806 
1909 
1975 
1989 
2161 
2518 
2955 
PATtIES 
Sho 
'!frl 
Lem 
001 
Don 
Mit 
Sha 
R •• 
Rol 
Wim 
Sue 
Ote 
Shl 
S~o 
Wac 
Ley 
MF.A.N 1804. 56 
S.D. 376.0"1 
S.E"l( 97.18 
At),.. PATI ENTS 
. 
MlWf 1823.03 
S.D. 368.30 
S.lll.M 86.16 
1388 
1428 
1437 
1449 
1451 
1479 
1592 
1633 
1637 
1'138 
1923 
2015 
2108 
2139 
2247 
2520 
1761.50 
340.60 
8'1.91 
FlilMALES 
14'1 
Bro 
'en 
Ste 
Arr 
B17 
Bom 
Bar 
Lull 
Ian 
Del 
Kin 
WeI 
Rut 
Bra 
HoY 
NORMALS 
1141 
11'19 
1293 
13'13 
1439 
1443 
1482 
1530 
1540 
1562 
1675 
1694 
1758 
17'19 
1998 
2020 
1556.63 
247.96 
64.07 
How 
Bac 
Hog 
Xno 
Ble 
McO 
Day 
Jer 
O'c 
Wat. 
And 
Am 
Las 
Sol 
Rig 
Will 
15'18.94 
250.03 
44.91 
1093 
1255 
1349 
1386 
1472 
1481 
1496 
1639 
1653 
1665 
1725 
1'168 
1841 
1884 
1894 
2039 
1601.25 
250.00 
t (between temales) = 327.93 = 2.822, (p;: '- .01 leyel of' confidence) 
116.80 
t (between male.) ;: 160.25. 1.446. (n.8.) 
109.05 
;: 244.09 = 3.051, (p = < .001 leYel ot I~;,i 
80.01 oonfidence) 
-
------------------....... 'II.' 
t (between patientl and normal.) 
.. 
_-----------------------------....... !'I I 
I' 
!Ii 
,I 
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f abol,. high. Since, according to the recorda examined, about 50 per cent 
of each male group served Boae timG in the armed forces, there is a posEi-
b111t1 that these groups shared more common experiences than did the females, 
other things being equal, thus tending to equate their scores. 
Oonsidering that the ~olola Language Stu41 measures communallt7 of 
thlnld.ng HUh the maJoritT of people, it wa.s bJrpothestzed that scores on 
this test might bear a relationship to the degree to which a person adopts 
the thinking of the group_ Put in another way. the bTpothes18 might be 
that a perBon't! thinking w111 be influenced 'b7 1I0cletT to the 8ame degree 
that he is able to think as society doel. With thes. considerations in 
mind, an index of change from Treatment I to Treatment III wal compUted for 
all ~bJecte UDder Experimental Oondition I, e~ correlated with their 
Loyola L~ St~& scores.. fhat ffUCh an index might be computed, \fE'''' 
suggeflted .. Sherif (92, p. 8a). In computing the iDdex for each of thirtl'-
two subjects, a simple percentage cl~ between the first and last treat-
mente wns not conaidered feasible because no account could be made ot the 
accomp&n11ng changes in dispersion between the two distribution. of forty 
It was decided that a t value between Treatments I and III 
-
could be used aa the index of ohange, ae 8Qggested by Linton (69) in a 
recent e.rtlcle. 
The ! values. which we have designated as "Indices of Group Influ ... 
ence." are found in Table XXXII. A.1 test performed. on. these indioe9, 
between patiEmts und normals. yields a! of 1.215, (31. B. ). \-Ihleh indicates 
tha.t the index of change does not discriminate between. the groups. 
Returning to our discussion. of the hypothesized relationship be-
pA'l'n~NTS 
Ro1 
Car(t) 
Wac 
Joh(f) 
Jak(f) 
Sbo 
Shl 
LeT 
Pin(f) 
Sto 
BM(l) 
MoN(f) 
Mo'(f) 
Sue 
Ru.s(l) 
Wrl 
TAlH.Jll XXXI I 
INDICES or GROUP INFLmmCE FOR 16 PATIENTS AND 16 NOllMAL 
SUBJRCTS. UNDER FJO?}0.RIMENTAL CONDITION It SHOWING 
l-fr~S. AND MJJ".ASURES OF DIFFERENCES :BETWEEN THli; GROUPS 
INDEX OJ' GROUP NORMALS INDEX OF GROUP 
INFLUENCE INFLUENCJIl 
24.050* Bow 59.722 
5.752 Hov(t) 9.495 
5.173 Bra(f) 8.793 
4.619 And 7.823 
3.425 Wim 6.757 
3.200 Br;y(t) 6.717 
2.869 MoC 5.985 
2.440 De1(t) 5.208 
1.330 Jer 4.077 
.967 Boll(t) 3.939 
.435 Bao 3.516 
.399 0'0 3.437 
-1.361 Bar(f) 3.214 
-2.638 Laz 1.890 
-3.950 Arr(f) 1.700 
-4.431 Kin(f) 
-4.790 
MEAN 2.642 MEAB 7.968 
t :: 5.326 - 1.215 (nO's.) 
4.400 
113 
... Ali t'. computed in "this table were done b;y using the IIdlaod of the differ-
ences. as given tn Lindquist, (68, p. 17). A! ot 2.423 1. required for sig-
nificance at the .02 level (with 39 degree. of freedom). 
iii 
1.1 
I .• ,., 
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tween the ~yola Lang~e StuAl score and the Index ot Group Influence, 
Table. XXXIII and XXXIV show the data under consideration. Both the rank 
correlationl obtained ahow almost zero relationship between the variables 
involved. The rho I. equal +.048 (n. 8.) between the Lozola Ls:MuMe StU& 
scores and indlces for the patients. (Table XXXIII), and -.030, (n.s.) be-
tween the Loyola Language Studl Bcores and indices for the normal., (Table 
XXXIV). 
The data discus.ed uphold, 1n part, the hTpotheai8 mentioned earlier, 
(p.28), that the emotionally diaturbed individual will not be influenced by, 
or respond to, loclal stimulation around him which endeavors to inculcate 
1n him a Judgmental trame of reference. The results obtained under F~-
perimental Condition I show this clearlY. however, Experimental Condition II 
yields findings which do not uphold the h7pothesis. The normal subjects, 
under either condition, yield to the norma of the group in which they find 
11 
themselves. The patients, however. yield only when facing the stimulus 
situation for the very first time and ina group. It appears that the 
patients, under Experimental Oondition It who were given the opportunity 
to establish aome "personally conceivedlt (b7 them) anohorages. strong17 
resiated anT ettorts to uproot these,and clung to their own established 
trames. Under Experimental Oondition II, when taken immediate17 1n the 
group, they made Judgment. in harmony with the group. It would be inter-
eating to test all subjects individually again, several months trom now, to 
11. Similar results were obtained trom a pilot atu~v. (using the 
same experimental design). which was made several months before the present 
investigation. In the pilot study, sixteen normal subjects, (eight males, 
and eight females), selected at Loyola University. were tested under all 
conditions and treatments used in the present study. 
SUBJ)~O'1' 
Ca.r(t) 
Sbo 
lid 
Ro1 
MeN(f) 
Joh(t) 
Mer(r) 
Sue 
:BM(t) 
Rus(t) 
Shi 
S\o 
Wa.e 
Ja.k(t) 
LeT 
Piner) 
TABLE XXXI II 
LOYOLA LANGUAGE STUDY SCORES, AND INDICES OF GROUP 
INFLUli!NOE (AND THEIR B.ANK CORRELATION). FOR 
PATIENTS TESTED UNDER FJC?ERIMENTAL CONDITION I 
LOYOLA LAllGUAGE INDEX OF GROUP RANK 
STUDY SCO:ruc INFLm;NCli: OOL. 1 
1300 5.752 1 
1388 3.200 2 
1428 -4.431 3 
1637 24.050 4 
1663 .399 5 
1722 4.619 6 
1909 -1.361 7 
1923 -2.638 8 
1975 .435 9 
1989 -3.950 10 
2108 2.869 11 
2139 .967 12 
2247 5.173 13 
2518 3.425 14 
2520 2.440 15 
2955 1.330 16 
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RANK 
COL. 2 
;:: 
6 
16 
1 
12 
4 
13 
14 
11 
15 
7 
10 
3 
5 
8 
9 
Rho : +.048, (n.a.) 
!'Ili 
III! fl 
II" I ill 
III 
StmJEOT 
How 
kc 
Arr(t) 
BI7(t) 
MeC 
Bom(f) 
Bar(f) 
Jer 
Ole 
Del(t) 
Iln(t) 
And 
Laz 
Bra(t) 
HOT(t) 
Wim 
TABLE XXXIV 
LOYOLA LANGUAGE STUDY SOORES, AND INDIOES OF GROtiP INFLUENCE 
(AND THEIR RANK CORRELATION), lOB. NORMAL SUBJEOTS 
TESTED UNDER EXPERIKmlTAL CONDITION I 
LOYOLA LANGUAGE INDEX OF GROUP RANX RANI 
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STUDT SCORE INFLUENCE COL. 1 OOL. 2 
1093 59.722 1 1 
1255 3.516 ,2 11 
1439 1.700 3 15 
1443 6.717 
" 
6 
1481 5.985 5 7 
1482 3.939 6 10 
1530 3.214 7 13 
1639 4.077 8 9 
1653 3.437 9 12 
1675 5.208 10 8 
1694 -4.790 11 16 
1725 7.823 12 4 
1841 1.890 13 14 
1998 8.793 14 3 
2020 9.495 15 2 
2039 6.757 16 5 
Rho = -.030.(n.e.) 
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ascertain whether the patients under Experimental Condition II stlll retained 
the group norm or merelY were superficially conforming while with the group. 
~o explain these findings more clearly. it ~ be well to recall 
Horney's discussion about rigidity and inflexibility (p. 27), and their 
relation to maladjustment. It has been the a.sumption of some writers 
(10. 40, 63, 75, 90, 91, 102) that the lack of croup conformity (shown by 
pat1ents in this experiment) is attributable, in large measure. to this 
rigidity and inflexibillty. The rigidity and inflexibility, (usually 
simply called resistance). which psychotherapists tell about in maladjusted 
client. who experience threat during therapy t may have)ertinence in this 
disena.lon. Under Experimental Oondltion I, in which the patient has had 
forty trials, made forty Judgments and, in a sense, has "gone down on record" 
for haTiDg made certain estimates, it i. possibly that yielding to the group 
norms caused them to feel a certain amount of "ego threat," thus causing them 
to resi.t ctumge. Under Expe:t1mental OoncUUon II, however, not haTing 
giyen ~ estimate. or formed.., substantial trames, it .., be possible 
that the patients found it lee. threatening and easier to yield to the 
grOup'. standards. At anv rate the findings lead one to conclude that 
once the echilophrenic eatabliahes a perceptual frame of reterence, (and 
according to our assumption and those at other peycholog1sts, (9, 11, 
36. 63, 69, 90-92, 99-101), a soc1al trame ot reference as well), he doe. 
not appear to alter thi. in the face of 80clal influence. 
Along theae line., the etatoment. of two eminent psychologiste, 
(Newcomb and Mowrer). in the areas of locial and clinical psycholoD. seem 
pertinent. Although they speak general17 about neurotic personalities, 
118 
their Itstements probably bear implications for psychotic individuals, as 
well, sinoe both of theee groups of patienh manifest sympt.oms which alienate ~I 
I, 
them from their social grOQPs. Newcomb, in speaking about neurotic indi-
vlduals, has called attention to the fact that, despite wide divergences 
in theory and technique, practioally all achoola of psychotherapy agree 
that attitudes cannot be changed unless the neurotic'. defensiveness is 
reduced (7S t p. 249). It appears probable that the rigid defensiveness 
of neurotic personalities underlies their resistance to attitude change. 
Janis (57) recently lubltantiated this viewpoint with erperimental data. 
Using male college counselees, he found that low persuasibillty is a.80-
elated with neurotic anxiety and obsessional symptoms. 
In a much more extensive theoretical position, Mowrer acknowledges 
the neurotics I resistance to the influence of sooial ferce. around them 8.8 
mediated oy "their own devious etforts.~ Be statel: 
Put molt ai.ply, thIs newer poaUion hold •• not that the 
neurotic sutferl from luch an excelS of virtue that bio-
logically normal processes such al lex and aggression have 
beoome stifled and thus pathogeniC, out that he suffers 
instead from the eoneequences of personal strategies which 
are designed to hold oft the impact of socialization and 
which, in this design, have been more or leal successful. 
I believe that increasingly refined inquiry will show that 
neQrotic8 are not characteristically persona with deeply 
repressed 1lbidiD8l and hostile impulles. but are rather 
the victims of their own devious efforts to make them-
selvee immune to the common rules essential to social 
reaponsibility and human decencT.... (75. p. 169) 
Whether theae dleordered individuala are the "victims of their own 
deTloul efforts" remain. to be proven. One ~ wonder. hovaTer. what the 
etiolog is of thOle prooesses in emotionally disturbed individuals, sueh 
as sohizophrenics and neurotios, which cause more and more estrangement 
from their 1001al groups. Sooiologlatl. and in more recent years, social 
psychologilts, have stressed the importance of social interaotion in the 
family unit a8 a major influence upon the developing personality. The 
family they regard aa the "primary group,· a term first introduced into 
sooiology by Charlel H. Cooley. A statement of his exaot definition of 
the prlmar,y group, to which, he states, all hnman peraonalitiel must re-
late themselTel for healt~ development, ia given below. 
B,y primar,r group I mean thoae oharacterized by intimate 
faoe-to-faoe assooiation and cooperation. They are 
primary in eeveral lenaes, but ohiefly in that theT are 
tundamental in forming the sooial nature and ideals of 
the individual. The result of intimate aSlociation, 
psyohologioally. 18 a oertain fUllon of individualities 
in & oommon whole. 10 that one' B Te't7 self. for maDT 
purposel at least, is the oommon life and purpose ot 
the group. PerhapI the limplest w~ of deloribing this 
wholeness is by 8~ing that it il "we". it involves the 
lort ot Iympat~ and mutual identifioation for which "we" 
il the natural exprel.ion. One lives in the feeling of 
the whole and finde th~ ohiet aims of his will in that 
feeling. (34. p • .23). 
One will notice that in leveral plaoes in his statement, Cooley is, 
in effeot, deloribing suoh thingl &S group identIfication, level of &spi-
ration, gregarlouenel., locial intelligence, and empatbT. which phenomena 
are serious17 impatred in the schilophrenio. 
Oarrying further the concept ot healtbT personality development a8 
it 11 related to the primary group, Faria maintains that alienation from 
thil group. (at aD7 age). results in a deterioration of behavior. He 
writel: 
Some of the research literature on mental disorders brings 
out the sugge8t1on that defio1enoes in primaJ7 group life 
at almost any age m~ be the oauae of a deterioration of 
the personality and ot the general oharacteristios ot human 
i 
'I' 
nature. A kind of partial isolation from primary rela-
tiona ia observed in the lite-historiea of many schizo-
phrenics. and a plausible hypothesis of deterioration 
ot their behavior from lack ot primary group support 
can be devised. (40, p. 162). 
l~O 
With these considerations in mind, along with those of Uribe (103), 
Bain (15), and othera (18, 38. 63. 89, 96). it might prove to be an 1m-
proTement if psyohologists attempted to appraise personality adjustment 
more in terms ot group adaptability. If the statements of Adler, Horney. 
and Sulliv&n will be reoalled, personal maladjustment maT be aeen as a 
refleotion of a Qisturbance in the interpersonal spherea. and this think-
ing leads to the .uggestlon that emotional disturbanoe firat begins in 
the group aituation and then expresse, it,elf in personally distressing 
Perhaps with the use ot more retined sooiometric inatru-
ments, psychologista maT be able to diagnoae and treat o&ses in earlier 
stage. ot m18-development than with some ot the more oonventional (indi-
vidually adminiatered) instruments. 
Other recommendations suggest themselvea in the light of the find-
lugs of this studT. When patienta once establiah anchoragea regarding the 
situation to be judged, th~ reaiated later effort. to change their Judg-
menta. But. when patient. are immediatelT exposed to a standard of judg-
mente conformity with the group occurs pronouncedly. The implications of 
thee. findinge might lead one to hTpothelize that at the very onaet. when 
these patients are admitted to the hoapital, an orientation of all the 
environment ahould be given to them immediatel7, aa part of the rehabili-
tation procedure. To permit them to spend much time alone, as il tre-
quently the oale in aome hospitals, before anchorages and atandarde of the 
l~ 
group into which theT have Just come. are presented to them, seems stronglT 
contra-indicated by the results of this experiment. 
CHAPTER VII 
IMPLICATIONS FOR roRTHER RESEARCH 
It 1s frequently found that maQT research proJect. create more 
questions for future studies than they provide answers for those done in 
the past. !hie maT allO be true of the result. of thi. experiment, 
especially in light ot the tact that thta representl the 801e atu~ of 
1 t. ldnd done with lohhophreD1c persona (to our beat knowledge). Perhaps, 
however, it .hould be the ai. of leienitfic research to do Just this; 
oreate questions the answers to which we approach slowly and b7 degrees. 
Atter an experiment has been completed and, ~ times even while 
it 1, atill in progress, the experimenter usually begins to formulate many 
more bJpothesea concerning the phenomenon 1n question, which direct hit 
thInking to possible :f'u.ture resea.rch. 'Ihis oceurred in the present Itudy 
and some suggestions present themselvel for pOI.ible future experimentation. 
In the present study, in order to keep subjects al tree as po •• ible 
from the bias of conformity with a contederate with whom they had previous 
acquaintance, all subject, were randomly selected and assured to be ~ 
familiar with each other. We are not certain just how the findings ot 
certain previous experiments, (9-11, 90, 91, 99-101), particularly thoae 
o! Le~ne, et a1 (63). and Orutchfield (36). were effected by this variable. 
Both Levine. et al, and Crutchfield u8ed subjects known to each other -
Levine, et al. using neurotics trom the lame ward, and Crutchfield u8ing a 
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group of men who knev each other for a number of days before the testing. 
The method of controlling the variable of intra-group fA.T.lllliar1ty in this 
experiment was decided upon as a satisfactory one, however, it did not 
furnish ~ appraisal of Just how group members felt toward each other. 
A future design might attempt to manipulate this variable better b.1 using 
groups of varying degrees of solidarity and familiarity (perhape uB1ng 
aooiometric instruments as measures). starting with total atrangers and 
working up through ver,y closely-knit groups. 
Stnce. in our discussion of Orutchfield's experiments, it was pointed 
out that the atimuli to be Judged ranged from unstructured to structured. it 
appears that a future experiment inve8tigating the relationship between per-
sonality and group conformity would provide interesting findings, if the 
stimuli were kept at a constant level of structure. The findings of 
Coffin (32). Lewi. (67), and Luchins(70), as we have stated. have shown 
tbat consensus of opinion ie related to the struoture and knowledge of the 
etiauli ueed. As ve bave mentioned. conformers who de~ the expression of 
their own rational oonviotions in a Judgmental situation, and who yield 
readily to the group, should logically be distinguished from those who 7ield 
to the group in the faoe of a muoh more arbitrar,r type of judgmental situ-
atlon. It personality traits were compared with indicee of oonformity ob-
tained from ~everal judgmental situation. whose stimuli were graded in 
Itruoture and meaning for the .ubJect, the result, might ahow several sig-
niticant relationlhips not yet found. 
'\fe have seen that under Experimental 00nd1tion I the normal IUbjecta 
and the patients react differentlJ to the same experimental situation. 
~ ________________________ ~l2~4-11 
Stlttlltlcal1y. tn. differenc •• are pronounoed. The Index of Group Influence :1 
(1 Talue) does not appear to distinguish between normals and patient., al-
though the t value obtained between the distrIbution of indicee (1.215) is 
-
in the expected theoretical direction. This non-significant t value, how-
-
ever, must not be interpreted by s~1ng tlmt differences in the amount of 
group influence between the groups does not exlst. Bather. 1t indicates 
th~t as a mea.ure of grOllp influence, the index as we have computed it, fails 
to di.criminate between the groups. It 18 possible that another more sensi-
tive statistical manipulation of such data in the future, will yield the 
theoretically expected differences. Jefore the advent ot non-parametric 
and small-sample statlsticl. manr significant differences in the data were 
"lost." 
In order to obtain a homogeneoul sample of patients in the experiment. 
one of the critera which was established in their lelection wal that of 
recency of onRet of illne.s. Although this selection procedure permitted 
cert~ln experim~nt~l control., 1t at the same time, did not allow for an 
analysi, of the data in 'erms of longevity of illnels. An interesting com-
parison for fu~ure etudies to make would 'be that of degree of conformity and 
chronicity of pathology. 
Since the present .tudT wat Ifhorizontal ll in dealgn, nothing may be 
laid concerning the succes. or failure of therapy received by patients with 
high aDd low Indices of Group Influence. Usually, before a patient ie taken 
into therapy (either individual or group), an appraisal of the caee 18 care-
tully made to ascertain the feaeibility of such therapy. Utilizing an 
Index of Group Influence aB a predictor of amenability to therapy. a 
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"longitudinal" study might be carried through on a group of patients in 
therapy (preferably group therapy), to validate such an index as a pre-
dictive measure. Other Tariations of thi8 procedure might possibly in-
clude comparing the degree of group influence before and after aucceseful 
therapy. or comparing the indices of client. emergiug successfully from 
indlT1dual, and group thera~ to ascertain if the later type of therapy 
predisposes the aliGnt to be more raspoltslve to group interaction than the 
former tn>e of therapy. 
The po •• lbllitle8 which the autokinetic illusion offer for experi-
mental Bocial psychology are Tar" great. The stimulus is constantly un-
~table and a subject" perception of it ~ eas11y be influenced. It 
might be noted that several ~'Jects (normals and patients) were taken back 
into the darkroom individually, atter the final testing, and were asked to 
indioate to the experimenter when they law the light trace out a completed 
eirele. All of the subjects responded that they had seen the light move 
in a circle. In addition to this, subJect8 "saw" squares, triangles, and 
eTen letters of the alphabet. One nOl~ subject (O'c) perceived the light 
spelling out the word "JameD," (his ll.8.Bie). Some subjects also could be 
made to see the light change size, or move much or little. slowly or qu1cklT. 
forward or back, left or right, up or down. 
Resea~ch in the area of social suggestibility, group influence, and 
conformit7, bas utilized many varieties of stimuli, such as que9tionnairo~. 
rating scales, preference tests, line lengths, weights, autokine8is. etc. 
The subject's responses to the.e stimuli offer a relatively limited amount 
of information regarding individual "at7le rt of thinking, or personality 
I 
trait. underlying the responses. To the writer's best knowledge, projective 
material has never been used as st1mulul material in group oonformity exper-
iments and m87 provide an interesting inroad into the area of social per-
oeption. 
The Lo,ola Language Stu4l. a8 we have alrea~ stated, has been used 
1n this studz with several cautions regarding the interpretation of ite 
soores and their relation to other measures obtained in the experiment. 
Since the reaponlee a subject gives to this test are probabll determined, 
1n part, ~ hi' educ~tional level. It appears probable that this should be 
accounted ter In the scoring. Perhapi leveral eets ot norma established 
tor various educational levels will eventually aId this instrument to 
demonstrate it. utilit, In the field of psychological testing. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIOIS 
Refltearch Oil the phenomena of group conform! t1' aDd at t1 tude fOX'.1I8:Uon 
reveala me.1V' lntereeting findlngs Vi th atanT theoretical impllc(;,tions regard-
ing the socialization procels 1n man. In all of these experimenta. normal 
subject. were u.ed. !he theoretical position held by maDf psychologists 
aDd p8ych1atrleta (e.peclally the neo-'reudlana), that \he symptoms of the 
emotionally d18tUJ'bed individual de. from, and are then re-expreased ln, 
difficultlea in 80c1al interactlon, wal under examination in thi. exp&rlm~nt. 
!he specific bJpothelll to be teated W~B aa follows: the emotlon8~1y dis-
turbed individual \7111 not be lntl.uenoed by, or respond to, 80clal .UIllU-
latlon arouad him which endeayorl ~ Inculcate in him a Judgmental trame 
ot reterenc., (regard1nc eftnta which are lubJecUve in ll8.ture). 'lhe 
problem val tvo-told: to determ1ae vhether the emotioD8.lly lihtvbed indi-
vidual would (1) respond to 10olaJ. interaction b1' Judging an indefinite 
vinal .UmulU8 in term, of an experil1eniallT induced norm, and (2) accept 
and integrate thil norm lnto hil own Judgmental perceptions when he il alone. 
OnlT one studT to date (July. 1955) baa attempted. to etutV group 
contormi\y and &ttltude formation using psychiatric patients (63). Al-
though the sample. ueed vere small (.even neurotics and ten normals). the 
rewult. ehowed that significant differences occurred in the degree of con-
formi \1' vUhl. the group. 8_ in the adopUon of group norma betveen 
12'1 
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neurotics and controll. !he pres.nt exparill1ent attempted to lnYeaUga,te 
the same area. uling more selectiY. saapling and increased experimental 
controle. 
Thirty-two schizophrenlc patients (sixteen males and sixte~n female.), 
chosen on the basls of recency of lllne~.t and rapport. and thirty-two 
normal subJect., (both group. equated in age and sex). made Judgment. re-
g~rding a highly ambiguous. unstable perceptual situation (the autokinetic 
phenomenon). !he7 were t •• ted. under Tartous experimental conditions, indi-
vidually and in groups, (intra-group familiarity controlled). Variance 
ana17e18 of the data showed the convergence phenomenon to occur pronouncedly 
with the normal aubJeota. When the.e normal aubJecta. in whom norma and 
ranges were first developed in individual situation., 'Ware placed in a 
group situation in which anchorage8 were suggested by some other members 
(confederate.), they readily adopted the .tandarde of the group. The 
.chlzophrenicl showed no such conyergence ~1th group standards, after once 
having eatabUshed their aorme and ra:ngee in the (preyioul) individual s1 tu-
at1oll. When t~ken first 111 groupe (without having had fJZl7 opportuni t1 to 
eltabllsh previou8 anohorages), both the patients and normals showed con-
vergence of Judgments with the induced norm. 
Indices of Group Influence wera computed tor each of thirty-two eub-
The mePJla of thea. lndicee (for patients p~d normals), were not 
significantly different. 
The LOlola L!!gU8ge StPSl_ a new test in the field of psychological 
testing (1954), which measures communality of thought assooiations, was 
administered to all subjects. The relults obtained are to be regarded as 
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only tentative since the teet is still being staildard1zed. The test sig-
. 
n1!icantly dhcrlminates between the females (patients and normal. subjects), 
and between the entire group of patients and normal subJects. It did not 
d1acrimlnate between the- male. (of both samples), a.l though the findings 
were in the expected theoretical direction. 
The ~olola Lanlu!ge Stu$[ acorea for thirty-two subjects were ranked 
and correlated with their Indices of Group Influence. The resulting corre-
lat10nl showed no significant relationships between the variables. 
Conclusions 
In general, some ot the various findings in this experiment support 
thoae ot other studies, either direotly or indirectly, in that problems 
which concern themselves with social prooesses maJ be studied under oon-
trolled oonditions and m~ be formulated in terms of experimentally testable 
lQ'potheses. 
Within the limitations imposed by the reaearoh design of this exper-
iment, the following conclusions appear warranted: 
1. !he emotionally diaturbed individual (schizophrenics in the 
present stu~), does not appear to relinquish his previously established 
frame of reference in making sense judgment. of ambiGUOUS and unstable 
visual stimuli when contronted by group Influence. 
2. The normal indlyldnal does relinquish his frame of reference in 
this regard, and yields to the standard. or the group in which he findl hlm-
lelf. 
3. !oth the emotionally disturbed and the normal indlyidual. .how 
conform! ty to group standard.s ",hen taken in group. Immedia tely. without 
i I 
iha.ying established previous eubJectl ve standards rega.rding the d tuat10n to 
12. 
~e judged. 
4. Emotionally disturbed individuala show more nega.tivism and op-
!pod tion to group infblenee than do normal Ind1 vidual •• 
5. The emotionally disturbed indiYidual. makes more extensive judg-
menta of ambiguous, unstable visual. aUmuli when he 18 alone, than when he 
1, in a group, ("leveling effect"). 
6. The ttleveling effeot" upon judgments made while 11l groups, how-
eyer, i. more pronounced among normal subjects than among patients. (This 
was al.o found \7 LeTtne. et a.l (63». 
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7. !he LOlola L¥R!Me StU$[I wbich mealUre. abil1t7 to give thought 
~.sociations shared b7 tbe maJorit7 of people, discriminate. between all 
~atient. and all normals, aDd between female patient. and female normal., 
~ut not between male paUent. and male normals, altho'Q&h thi. la.t compar1aon 
~I in the expected theoretioal direction. 
1:'.. This findiD« has been confirmed b7 Sherif (90). \d th normal., and 
~olnelde. with trends in the data obtained b7 LeVine, et al (63). 
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APPFJiDlX A 
DATA CONCERNING THE PRESF...NT LENGTH OF TIME AT C. S.H.·. YEAR AND 
DURATION OF PREVIOUS HOSPITALIZATION, AND THE NUMBER 01 
PREVIOUS PH.TSICAL SHOCK TRF.ATMDTS RECEIVED OF THE PATlEns 
su.BJECT PRESF.NT LENG!R OP YEAR J\ND .DURATION OF NUMBFR or PREVIOUS 
TIME AT C.S.H. PR1~IOUS HOSPITALIZATIONS f1!1}nCTRO-SHOOI 
TREAT~{EN'T S 
Wrl 6 week' 1948 4 months 6 
lir(t) 7 months 1948 2 weeka 
Sq(t) 1 week 1949 4 montha 
1952 1 month 5 (and 20 insulin) 
Su(t) 1 month 1951 1 month 
Sto 1 week 1951 6 month. 51 (and 40 inaulin) 
Shl 2 month, 1951 1 month 
Wac 9 months 1952 8 month. S 
Go1(t) 2 weeka 1952 6 montha 6 (and 5 or 6 OOa) 
Rol 3 montha 1952 a montha 5 
Lev 3 month. 1953 6 month. 
Mc,(t) 4 months 19M 1 month 
Sho 1 week 1954 1 month 6 
Joh(t) 1 month 1954 3 weeka 15 
I 
~(f) 2 weeka 1954 1 week (4 insulin) I I 
II McN(t) 1 week 
Sha 1 week 
r Lell 1 week "I I 
I 
Wlm 1 week II' 
Ote 1 week 
I j Col 2 weeks 
" 
• Chicago Sta.te Hoapital, Chicago, !ll1noh. III 
1',1 
1'111 
StJ:BJECT 
Sue 
Pin(f) 
Kro(f) 
Don 
Ba.n(f) 
Cur(f) 
Mit 
Jak(f) 
Rus(f) 
Car(f) 
Gib(r) 
i:: 32 
PRESmNT LENGTH or 
TIME AT C.S.B. 
3 weeki 
:3 weeks 
1 month 
2 II10nths 
:3 month. 
4 month, 
4 II1Onth, 
4 month. 
5 months 
., montha 
., months 
9 month. 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 
YEAR AND DUB.ATION OF NUM.'B'ER OF PREVIOm 
PREVIOUS HOSPITALIZATIONS ELECTRO-SHOCK 
':RE.ATMENTS 
... 
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APPENDIX B 
DATE OF ~iISSION AND DIAGNOSIS OF PATIENTS MADE AFTER 
PSYCHIA!RlC STAFFING AT !HI CHICAGO STATE HOSPITAL 
SUBJF..cT 13IRTHDATlI AGE DATE OF ADMISSION DIAGNOSIS 
Jak( f) 10/30/36 18-1 5/8/54 Schizophrenic ReactloD, 
Chronic undifferentiated 
type. 
Ral 10/18/36 18-1 11/9/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Simple tne. 
WilD 10/10/35 19-1 11/16/54 Schizophrenia, Simple type. 
Sho 10/31/34 20-1 10/29/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Chronio undifferentiated 
type. 
McF(f) 8/21/34 20-3 6/24/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Acute undifferentiated 
\n>e. 
LeT 2/22/32 22-9 7/15/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Chronic unditferentiated 
tTPe. 
Bto 12/1/31 22-11 10/26/54 Schizophrenia, Oatatonic 
tTPe. 
Ote 9/1/30 24-2 11/29/M Schizophrenic Reaction. 
Wri 6/13/30 24-5 4/27/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Ca:'atonic type. 
Ru.(t) 9/11/29 25-2 3/13/54 Schizophrenic Reaction. 
Acute undifterentiated 
type. 
McN(t) 11/7/28 26-0 10/19/M Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Acute unditferentiated 
type 
Sha 3/11/28 26-8 11/9/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Acute undifferentiated 
type. 
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~\PP~:NlJ!X .B 
DA'l'F. O? ADHISSION AIID DIAGNOSIS 0)' :;}ATHiN'i'S HAJJE AFTER 
PSYCHIATRIC STAn'nrH AT T!f!<~ CHICAGO STATI~ HOSPU'I\L 
BIRTHDATE AG:r:: DATE OF ADMISSION ilIAGllOsts 
10/30/36 18-1 5/8/64 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Chronic undifferentiated 
tyPe. 
10/18/36 18-1 l1/S/54 Schizophrenic Hel:\ctlon. 
Simple t3"P8. 
10/10/:35 19-1 ll/16/M Schizophrenia. Simple typ 
10/31/34 20-1 10/29/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Chronic undlfferentiate1 
tyPe. 
8/21/34 ;30-3 6/24/54 Sohizophrenic Reaction, 
Acute undifferentiated 
t1!)e. 
2/22/32 22-9 7/15/54 Schizophrenic neaction. 
ChroDio undifferentiated 
type. ' 
12/1/31 22-11 10/ae/54 Sch1zophrerd,a. Catatonic I[ 
type. 
9/1/30 24-2 11/29/54 SchlzophreDic Reaction. 
6/13/30 Z4-! 4/27/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Catatonl0 type. 
9/U/29 25-2 a/13/54 Schlzophrenlo Reaction. 
Acute undifferentiated 
t,ype. 
11/7/28 26-0 10/19/54 Sohlaophrenio Reaction. 
Acute undifferentiated 
type 
3/11/28 26-8 11/9/54 Schizophrenic Reaotion, 
Acute undifferentiated 
type. 
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APPENDIX B (Continued) 
SUBJEOT B IRTH DATE AGE DATE OF ADMISSION DIAGNOSIS 
SlId.(f) 12/29/27 26-11 9/21/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Acute undifferentiated 
tne• 
Sue 11/21/27 27-0 10/27/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Para.."loid tne 
Don 5/30/27 27-6 7/15/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Oatatonic t11>e. 
Kro(f) 4/13/27 27-1 9/21/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Acute undifferentiated 
tne• 
Joh(f) 11/9/26 28-0 10/22/54 SchizophreniC Reaction, 
Acute undifferentiated 
type 
Rol 7/19/25 29-4 7/6/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Acute undifferentiated 
type. 
Gol(f) 6/5/25 29-5 11/16/54 Schizophrenia, Chronic 
undifferentiated type. 
Klr(f) 4/27/25 29-7 3/4/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Ohronic undifferentiated 
t;ype. 
Ov(f) 1/16/25 29-10 6/29/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
l Acute undifferentiated 
I. type. 
Pin(f) 11/2/24 30-0 9/15/54 Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Ohronic undifferentiated 
t;ype. 
Lem 1'1/21/24 30.0 11/19/54 Schizophrenia, Mixed 
type 
S7k(f) 6/22/24 30-5 12/1/54 Schizophrenia, undeter-
mined. 
Sl1BJECT 
Col 
Sht 
MU 
Wac 
Car(f) 
Glb(f) 
:Ban(f) 
Iq(f) 
ASSIS!ANTS 
Cu(f) 
Ca.l 
Elk 
Lev(f) 
:BIRTHDATE 
2/12/24 
10/6/22 
9/9/21 
8/21/21 
5/19/21 
5/17/19 
7/22/18 
3/10/11 
AP~ENDIX B (Continued) 
AGE DATE OF ADMISSION 
30-9 11/16/54 
3~ 8/31/M 
33-2 7/22/M 
1/1S/54 
33-6 3/1S/54 
:m-s 1/9/54 
6/3/54 
4Z-8 11/22/54 
2.3-9 
27-0 
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II 
DIAGNOSIS 
Schizophrenic Reaction, 
with alcohol1 8m 
Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Paranoid type. 
Schizophrenic Reaction. 
Chronic undifferentiated 
tne• 
Schizophrenia, Chronic II, , ' 
undifferentiated type. 1111' 
1:1,11
' 
Schizophrenic Reaction. (" II Acute undifferentiated 
type. I 
I 
Schizophrenic Reaction, !I 
Aoute undifferentiated 
type. 
Schizophrenic Reaotion, 
Pal'anoid t;ype. 
Schizophrenic Reaction, 
Involutional. 
Mel(t) 
.roh(r) 
Ro1 
Shi 
Car(t)· 
!1t-
-
Oa.· 
-
APPEHDIX 0 
GROUPING ARRANGEMElPl'S OF PAfIF.m.'S WITH ASSISTAWl'S 
UNDlim EXPERIMEITAL CONDITION I 
Jak(r) Rus(t) Mor(t) 
Oa.r(t) Piner) Ban(t) 
Sue Lev Wn 
Sho Sto Wac 
Car(t)· Oar(t~· Car(,tl* 
Lew(fl* E1k* Lew(tl* 
-
~ Oa..- E1~ 
- -
• AsahtMta. 
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I 
! I 
II 
.APPENDIX D 
GROUPING ARRAN(}»I.l!~S OF pit.THnS WI& ASSISTANTS 
UNDER EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIOI II 
TREATMDT I (ll.ANGlt 2-6 INCHES) TREATMEft 1 (lWfGlt 8-12 INCHES) 
Gib(r) Sylt(r) 8mi(t) Kro(t) 
Xl1"(r) Xq(t) Gol(t) Our(r) 
Lem Doa liss Mtt 
Ote Wi. Col Sha 
Car(r)- Caret): Car(t2- Oar(tl-
Lew~tl· 11~ Lev,t)· !lit" 
-
11~ Ca.- Elk* Oa.-
- - - -
.. Assistants. 
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TREATV.kEJl'f I I 
Bra(t) 
Kin(f') 
Will 
!400 
lieR(t)· 
lUe,tl-
Bo"'" 
-
APPDDIX E 
GROUPIIG ARltiUlGlr-t.1ilNTS OF 1l0mw. SUB.1lOOTS WITH 
ASSISTANTS UNDF~ EXPE.RIME1~AL OONDI~ION I 
(RANG¥ 2-6 INOHES) fitEAT!.fIi!NT 11 (RANGE 8-12 INCHF~) 
Arr(t) Del(r) Bar(t) 
Iom(t) Br;r(f) HOT(f') 
La. Jac Jer 
oto ADd Bow 
MaH(f'l'" Mcl~tl* ~cI(fl· 
BoV' lie{fl* Ko"-
- -
Sol· Bow· Sol* 
- - -
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I 
II 
II: 
ill 
,II 
III' 
APPElIDIX' 
GROUPING AHRAN(JF.M~NTS OJ!' NORMAL SUl3J'JilC'fIS WITH 
ASSIST.A.NTS Ul!lDER EXPERIMEN'l'AL OONDITION II 
~--""""~,,",,,.- .... .,... ... --
"' 
'.t.'REATMD! I (RANGE 2-6 IHCHES) ffl'mAfMElff I (RANGE 8-12 IHCRNS) 
Wes(t) Lye (f) Ste(f} Bro(r) 
Fea(l) LU8(t) RD.t(f) Ian( t) 
lCno Die Dav Rig 
Sol Ara Wat RoC 
HcIi(fl* McH(t)* MelI(t)- HcH(~l* 
Nle(tl* How'" NleCt)· Ho~ 
- -
How· Sol· How· Sol* 
- - - -
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I 
IIIII ~ 
Iii 
I 
801dier 
hungry 
butter.l,. 
10D« 
head 
aJlC8l" 
afraid 
fruit 
dark 
red 
loud 
bath 
eati12ll 
Jo," 
rouch 
hea'f7 
high 
white 
cOlll148.nd 
sour 
APPmIDIX G 
'I'H'E EIGHTY LOYOLA !.tANGU'ACHI: STUDY STIMULUS 'iiORDS 
(1n order of their presentation on the test form). 
ldag window 
d.eep scissors 
sleep toot 
blaok doctor 
hammer wish 
table house 
thirsty Ju.sUce 
quie' river 
hard a1cknesl 
blue mountatn 
aweet etoYe 
9"0DUt.Ch girl 
worldag 8alt 
cOUltort man 
sott cheese 
short baby 
beauUtW. moon 
cold spider 
whilltel' bread 
Tell ow ",hidle 
carpet 
I. 
needle 
ha.nd 
~let 
, 
I 
dream ·1 
III' 
trouble 
religion 
street 
health 
ocean 
bed 
child 
tobacco 
woman 
cabbage 
citizen 
earth I 
110n 
butter 
music 
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APPENDIX i 
BIRTHDATE, AGE, SCHOOL CLASS, AND SCHOOL. OF EACH OF !l:.dE TRIRTY-TWO 
~1ORMAt SUBJEoo.'S SELECTED AT LOYOLA UNIVERSITY 
SlmJEC! BIlLIilHDATE AGE CLASS SCHOOL 
1317(:£') 11/36 18-0 Spectal Non-matrtculated 
Bog 6/36 18-6 Freshman UntT_ College 
Rut(:£') 11/34 20-0 Sophoaore IuralDg 
lan(t) 2/34 20-7 Sophomore Un! T. College 
'9(t* 8/33 21-1 Junior Commerce 
wa' 2/33 21-7 Sophomore Co_eree 
nig 1/33 21-8 Grad. Stud. Grad. School 
Bra(f) 2/32 22-'i' Special Co_eree 
Ble 1/a2 22-11 rre.hua Univ. College 
And 11/aO 24-1 Junior Commerce 
McC 1/30 24-8 Special Univ. College 
O'c 11/30 24-8 JUD.1or UniT. College 
DaT 1/30 24-10 Special Co_eree 
L1'e(:£') 10/29 25-2 Special Non-matriculated 
Bom(t) 9/29 25-3 Senior Un! v. College 
Xno 2/28 26-7 Senior Univ. College II 
Kin(t) 1/28 26-11 Sophomore Commerce 
:&ar(:£') 4/27 27-8 Senior Univ. College 
Fen(r) 7/25 29-2 Senior Univ. College 
Bac 5/25 29-6 Special Non-matriculated 
II, 
SUBJECT 
Am 
Bow 
Arr(:f) 
Ste(t) 
Las 
Jer 
Wee(t) 
Lus(t) 
Del(f') 
Sol 
BJIC(f') 
Roy(!) 
ASSISTANTS 
Jlle(t) 
MaIICi) 
Bow 
Sol 
lJIRTRDATE 
9/24 
4/24 
11/22 
8/22 
10/21 
7/21 
10/aO 
7/20 
3/19 
6/13 
3/13 
3/10 
APPENDIX B (Contimed) 
AGJl 
30-3 
30-5 
32-2 
32-5 
32-11 
33-2 
33-11 
34-6 
35-9 
41-3 
41-9 
44-5 
20-11 
22-11 
24-6 
41-3 
CLASS 
Junior 
Grad. Stwi. 
Sophomore 
Special 
Senior 
Grad. Stud. 
Grad. Stud. 
Special 
Junior 
Gra.d.. Stud.. 
Senior 
Gra.ci. Stud. 
It50 
SCHOOL 
Commerce 
Grad. School 
COllllllerce 
Non-matriculated 
U'nlv. College 
Grad. School 
Grad. School 
io~triculated 
liQralng 
Grad. School 
Co_erce 
Grad. School 
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